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reetings! I hope you're enjoying
summer a n d the great events
Gthe
made for you to attend. By the
just

time you get this issue of the MGB
Driver, we will be in Buffalo for the
annual convention of the NAMGURMG '97! What a super event this
promises to "B"! A full report in our
next issue.Now, onto my soapbox ...
I was reading the other day a sort
of whining newsletter (not from a
club, 1 hasten to add!) wherein the
writer was bemoaning the fact that
the British car movement is not what
it was. "Too many events", "not that
many cars", "nobody drives their cars
every day any more", "everything
concerning British cars is in the doldrums" ...these were just a few of the
pathetic comments from this individual. Well, we've got news for him!
The British car movement (not
just MCs) in the United States has
never been heatthier! The cars have
never shone as brightly! There's never
been such a n upsurge in new clubs
being formed. The dub people have
never cooperated so well and in such
a friendly manner as they have this
past few years! Witness "MG '96" for
-

-

-

instance. It beats me why such people
take a negative attitude especially
when their living depends upon the
movement as a whole. One only has
to look at the dramatic jncrease in
membenhip of your own Register to
see that "Chjcken Little" is wrong! Do
not listen to the nay-sayers!
Finally, I wish to state categorically that I personally have no connection
with, and cannot endorse uny "MG
Drivers' Club" you may have heard
about. Neither will the MGB Driver be
affected in any way. Our magazine
title is copyrighted and we will defend
any infringements vigorously.
Buckle those belts! @

-
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doesn't seem as though summer wilt
Ihave
ever make to Michiqan in 1997.We
suffered through temperatures tho
t

it

t

are between 15" and 20" below normal.
The sun has not shown its face much
either. This is not all bad as 1 have not
completed several items from the list
written up when the cars went to bed
lust fall.
Sue and 1 just returned from a
chilly, but enjoyable drive, to the
University Motols British Car Day or
Early Summer Picnic. This is one of the
first driving events that we attend and
the weather was about usual. We saw
some faces we huve not seen for about
six months and made plans for getting
together with friends at different events
later this summer.
We find it enjoyable to travel to
events over long drives with like minded
enthusiasts. This makes the hips wen
more fun.A good map, a little pranning
and a CB radio make these types of trips
go smoothly. Some of the planning can
even be done over breakfast ut an
agreed upon restaurant the morning of
departure.
Another enjoyable activity that
begins aRer people get their cam out are
mobile tech sessions. If someone has a
problem with their car, call several oth-

ers who have indicated an interest in
helping and go to the car owner's house.
Mast clubs have a tech advisor or a
knowledgeable person, who should
have a n idea of what work and parts are
required. Set a time and day and have
some fun. If you are planning to do
some work, even something as minor as
a tune-up, give others a call and ask if
they want to help. Some people would
like to start doing work on their can, but
are at a loss as to where to begin.
It's not to early to begin making
plans for the Annual General Meeting
in New Odeons. It is an exciting city
with many things to see and do.
Remember, if you drive it, you'll
have fun. I
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YouZe never 'up the creek' wilh on MGB! The 1980 Limited Edition of joe Petro 111
from Lexington, Kentucky.
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o chaps! As I write this column,
our Sixth Annual Convention is
only about a month away. Thanks in
advance for all of the hard work and
assistance that has been provided to
the Register by the Buffalo Octagon
Association in hosting this year's convention. Plans have already begun for
our next three conventions to be held
in Baltimore, Vancouver British
Columbia, and Cleveland respectively. The year 2001 may even bring Second class mail receive priority hananother mega-MG meet that brings dling. Workers call in sick, decreasing
together all North American MG available manpower. So...my personRegisters and Associations. [ hope al copy could sit for three days (or
that you are planning to join us a t longer) in cach of FIVE different locaone or more of these meets! tions before it reaches my hands! Mail
Remember..."I t is not so much the can be sent to the wrong post office
cars as it is the people that accompa- due to human error, increasing the
ny them!"
delivery time even more. The Driver, in
As some of you already know, we most cases, leaves the printer's hands
have experienced some difficulties in by the 10th of the first month (July
the delivery of the MGB Driver to a lim- 10th for the July/August issue). We
ited number of our members in vari- would hope that most of our mernberous sections of the continent. I recent- ship would receive their copy within
ly talked with the Postmaster here in five to 20 days. So...i f you read postSt. Joseph, Illinois and learned how i n g ~on the Internet about how great
my personal copy of the Driver reach- the new issue is, but have yet to
es my post office box. All issues are receive your copy to enjoy, have some
delivered from our printerhailer patience ..."g ood things c0rn.e to those
located in Eflingham, lllinois to the who wait!" We looked into offering a
local post office in preparation for "two-tier" membership (First class or
BULK MAIL. From Effingham, they Bulk mall) as an option, but cannot
travel via truck to the St. Louis justify the increased fees incurred due
Regional Depor. My personal issue to handling by the mailer as well as
then travels to the Chicago Regional the additional cost in postage that
Oepot (again by truck). It then heads would be required. if you do not
to the Champaign, Illinois Processing receive a Driver by the 10th of the secPlant (you guessed it ...by truck). I t is ond month (August 10th for the
then placed on another truck for luly/August edition) please contact
delivery to St. Joseph, its final destina- the Regisrer's Secretary. I t does please
tion. (And I live about 60 miles north us that you cannot wait to read each
of Effingharn!) Bulk mail is always issue, but as you can see, some things
sent via ground transport. Rtrlk moil are just not within our control.
i s similar to traveling "standby" on
Our AGM in New Orleans is just
a n airline. It moves when there is around the comer. Should you be plunroom available. Whjle the post office ning on running for either the ofice of
attempts to move bulk mail out of Chairman or that of Treasurer of the
each site within three days, there is no Register, please remember that your
yuurantee that this time frame will be Letter of Intent for publication in the
kept. Semi trucks are not sent out MGB Driver is due to our editorial office
without being fully loaded. First and
(please turn lo page 50)
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Get your MG out of the garage and back on the
road. We stock a wide variety of OEM and
reproduction parts plus accessories at great
prices. Call for your free catalog today!

-

C,allToll Free All USA & Canada ~8

\,

"KeIep1ernon the Road"Worldwide Orders
24 Hour Worldwide Fax

I VICTORIA

913-541-8500
913-599-3299

BRITISH LTD."

P.O. Box 14991, Lenexa, Kansas 66285-4991
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Kim Tonry
he most recent MGF milestones are
T
~roductionof the 20.000th exampie' and
roll out' this spring
the

(although it's fall there) of the MGF in
Australia. As the new MG sports car
enters its third year since introduction, we in North America are still on
the outside looking in. There have
been tantalizing reports of MGF sighti n g ~ in Ontario, Arizona and
Coiorado where Rover has apparently
done climate and altitude tests. There
have been sightings in Michigan
where Ford and possibly GM have
had evaluation cars. There is also
one, and probably the only one, privately owned MGF in the USA.
Meet Derek and Beth Straw, MGF
owners. More properly, that's Royal
Air Force Wing Commander Derek
Straw. Commander Straw is currently
serving a t NATO Supreme Allied
Command Atlantic Headquarters in
Norfolk, Virginia. The Straws reside in
London when a t home and are cur-

rently living in Virginia Beach,
Virginia and are members of one of
our newest NAMGSR Affiliates, the
Tidewater MG Classics Club. In
September 1996, they brought their
newly acquired MGF into the USA.
Mrs. Straw recounts the historic
event, "We ordered the car in January
1996 from SCE International Ltd. of
Faringdon, Oxfordshire-a UK organization that handles export sales.
There followed copious paperwork
including letters from the British
Embassy in Washington and the
NATO headquarters a t Supreme Allied
Commund Atlantic (SACLANT) confirming that my husband, Derek, was
on a NATO appointment based a t
SACLANT HQ, Norfolk, Virginia until
Iuly 3 997. We undertook to keep the
car here for less than one year and to
re-export it to the UK within that rime.
The arrangements were made in compliance with Article XI of the NATO
Status of Forces Agreement between
the United States and other member
countries. The car, a Flame Red MGF

Derek and Beth,'Straw with their MGF.
8
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The first MCFs arrive in Australia.

No service has been required
W C , arrived at the port of Norfolk,
Virginia on 20 September, 1996 on yet. As of early April there were only
board the ship Atlantic Conveyor (!) 1400 miles on the odometer. Rover's
emphasis on long service intervals
where it cleared customs."
Under the Status of Forces means the first major service is not
Agreement, they drive the car on its due until 3500 miles. Derek is pacBritish registration plate P356EOB. ing the use of the car so this will
The tags on the car in the photograph occur after h e has returned to
were only for effect as the UK registra- England in luly. For now, rnaintetion tags were still i n the mail when nance consists of monitoring fluids.
Reaction to the car is "fantasthe car was shipped to the US.
The Straws also own a 1967 MGB tic". People stop him in the street to
GT which they bought in 1969. The inquire about the car a n d talk of
GT was sold when their son got too British cars they have owned. The
big to ride in the pseudo rear seat. Straws plan on attending rallies in
They met up with the car again a t a Statesville, North Carolina and a
1993 British MG meet, bought it back car show in Richmond, Virginia
a n d it is currently in storage in before returning to England. Their
England awaiting their return. They involvement with the Tidewater
also previously ownecl a "banger" MG Classics Club gives NAMGBR's
Austin-Healey Sprite that Beth wants newest chapter the enviable claim
to forget, although she does lay claim to being the only MG Club in the
to the MGF. Derek reports no prob- US this past spring that has had
lems adapting to American roads meets with MGs from the 1930's Nwhich he says are easier to drive as Type Magnerte to the latest 1990's
MGF represented. 4
they are wider than those in Europe.
MGB DRIVER-Jclly/Augusi
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the V8 R e g i s t ~ r

Kurt Schley
he ground swell of interest in the
T
V8s is still growing, as judged
from the number of phone calls I am
MG

receiving a t home and conversations
with owners, builders and component
suppliers. On the factory MGB GT V8
side, two cars are in the final stages of
restoration. Dan Suter and Paul Kile
should both have their cars on the
road by the time you read this. This
will bring the US total to only about a
dozen factory cars, making them very
highly prized. (Don't bother looking
in the Auto Trader for one!)
The conversions currently under
construction run the gamut horn very
close-to-faczory reproductions to some
pretty innovative mixtures of MG and
four-link suspensions, 6-speed transmissions,
fuel-iniection
and
Lurbo/superchargers. Part of the fun of
the conversion is that i t can be tailored to lit the tastes of the ownertraditionalist, hot-rodder, or anywhere in between. Many of the conversion component suppliers are
introducing new products as the market expands. Smaller and more compact remote oil filter systems, hightorque mini-starters, and RV8-style
headers to name a few. If you have
considered building a V8, the larger
British car shows now normally have
one or more in attendance. Check
them out and talk to the owners, we
like nothing better than to talk about
our cars!
Here are the answers to a few of
the most commonly asked questions
about the V8s:

Q: Can I install o Chevy or Ford small
block V8 into my MG, rather than the
traditional Buick/Olds/Rover aluminum engine?
A: Yes, but the cast-iron block V8s
generally are about 200-250 pounds
heavier than the aluminum block
10

motors. Therefore the car will be nose
heavy and understeer badly. In addition, the front suspension (i.e. springs
and shocks) will be overloaded. These
problems can be minimized by setting
the engine further back in the car to
more equally balance the weight and
by uprating the front springs and
shocks. There are several examples of
cast-iron-VS-engined MGs which perform and handle very well.
Unfortunately there are many more
which are parked behind garages
because they were completed and
found to be miserable drivers. If you
do use a n iron block motor, spend
some time gathering weight/dimension data and position the engine so
as to obtain as close to a 50/50 weight
balance as possible.

Q: What is the best transmission?
A: The traditional transmission for
conversions is the venerable Rover 5speed which was available in the
Rover sedans, Triumph TR7s and 8s,
and several other Rover products.
These transmissions are generally reliable, smooth shifting and have a n
overdrive ratio of around .82:1.
Recently, the CM T-5 5-speed transmission from behind a V8 Camaro or
Firebird is becoming very populur
both because of price and availability.
Overdrive ratios are commonly about
.73:1 with some rare versions having
a .63:1 5th gear.
The Rover transmission will bolt
right up to a Rover bellhousing while
the T-5 mates to a stock 1961 '63
Buick/Olds 215 4-speed bellhousing.
The bellhousings are interchangeable
between Rover and Buick/Olds
engines. The older GM 5-speed, the T50 is also usable and will bolt direct to
the 215 bellhousing. The only drawback with the T-50 is that reverse is in
the position normally occupied by
first gear in every orher transmission
jn the universe (left and forward). If

MGB GT V8 will emerge from under
the DOT rules umbrella in a couple of
years. By 2001, any factory V8 will be
relatively easy to import. For a
brochure of importation rules, contact
Q: Can a factory MGB GT V8 be The Department of Treasury, U.S.
Customs Service, P.O. Box 7407,
imported into the States?
Washington, DC 20044 and request
A : Technically, yes. However the cur- Publication 520 "Importing a Car". If
rent Department of Transportation you just can't wait for a couple of
regulations make it extremely difficult more years, contact the National
and expensive, to the point which no Highway Traffic Safety Agency's info
one has brought one in directly from line at (203)366-5313 for pre-recorded
the UK in many years. (I imagine that importation guidelines. (I wonder i f
i f you are a large contributor to the the UK prices for a factory V8, curDemocratic National Committee they rently about $10-$14,000, will jump
can arrange waiving the DOT regula- when they can be easily imported to
tions and have the car ready for pick the States!)
up a t the White House garage!) There
are about a dozen factory cars now Q: Does a roadster body have enough
here, but each came in via a different strength to accommodate o V8?
route and under older restrictions. I
a m sure that a complete story of the A: Most definitely, as a matter of fact
Byzantine a n d shadowy methods the majority of conversions both here
used to get some of them in would and abroad are roadsters. The choice
make interesting reading! There is a between roadster and GT is strictly a
light at the end of the tunnel though, personal preference. For GT owners,
the EPA rules for imported automo- and roadster too, the power afforded by
biles only extend for 21 years after the a V8 very easily accommodates a n air
car was produced, so now even the conditioner. So body style selection is
1976 V8s are out from under that based solely on whether you prefer the
problem. DOT regulations apply to wind-in-the-hair driving experience or
cars up to 2.S years old, so the 1973 the quiet and refinement of a GT.
you don't pay close attention, it is
easy to shift to reverse at a light, making for interesting hole-shots.
Especially if there is a car behind you!

a

phone r.0 have one mailed today.

-
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Dave Reed
n 1990 1 caught a severe case of
middle age childhood with all the
usual symptoms including a burning
desire for a n old sports car. Choosing
a '8 among sports cars was easy-a
car [ had secretly lusted after for
decades! When 1 was in college 1 had
a three year love affair with a seductive 1958 Alfa Romeo .Giulietta
Spyder, but I envied those who drove
the beautiful, modern, powerful, and
far rnoxe reliable MGBs! Besides
demanding frequent and astronomically priced repairs, my delicate Alfa
threw u tantrum at the first sign of a
snowflake, a n d fainted often until
spring returned, whereupon the likelihood of trouble become roughly proportional to its distance from home
(100 miles=100%!).
But, back to my search. Months of
classified searching led to many painted ladies and finally to one sleeping
beauty, a yellow 1978 MGB with
63,000 miles. She was neglected-but
all original and dented only on the
rusty panels (Well--everywhere!). Her
second owner had stored her in a
garage for the last five years waiting
for the right time to begin a restoration
and had finally concluded that the
right time would never come for him!
Yellow was my least favorite color,
but a complere repaint was part of my
plan. The fenders and rockers were
first on the list for replacement, but the
trunk, floors and inner sills were solid.
The powert~ainwas as unbreakable as
the books said it would be, and the
owner had already replaced the
clutch. The rest was pretty much textbook--all worn but all repairable.
The previous owner WQS fantasizing about "$800-firm". (Which was
$300 less than his original oskrng price!)
Meanwhile 1 was dreaming of 5500 or
so. In the end we split the difference at
$550 delivered including a hardtop,
new tonneau cover and a trunk full of
new parts and a repair manual. 1 was so

I
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impressed with my hardened negotiating tactics that J actually felt a little
sorry for the previous owner in taking
advantage of his dificult situation and
moment of weakness.
Later, as the project progressed, I
sometimes wondered if his misty eyes
and stiff upper lip were really tears of
joy and a stifled guffaw! However,
all's well that ends well and I couldn't
be happjer if he'd paid me to take the
car-but next time I'll start with that
bargaining position!
Since then I've had loads of fun
with my 'B. First, getting it roadworthy,
then driving it the way 1 always remembered-tempered with certain realities.
MGBs aren't as f a 9 as I remembered
them-but then again neither a m I! I've
done most of the rebuild myself, resulting in a shiny black fun driver and a
real head turner-not a museum piece!
Handling is crisp and zero to 60 comes
in under 1 seconds.
Recently, t was reminiscing over
the joys of working on my '8 and got
around to adding up the list and cost
of the improvements. I'm pleased
with the results and the time and
money have probably totaled less
than golf or therapy, but I was surprised a t what it has taken to get a n
average MGB back in order. The total
came to 500 hours and 58000, not
including travel, meals and bandaids! Just about twice what I had originally figured. Maybe I could do it in
half the time i f I was doing i t again,
but the cost would come oul the same.
A final note, the MCB Guide To
Purchase and Restoration was a great
help, along with the Pracrical CIassics
MGB Restoration. I'm now looking forward to Lots of smiles up ahead on the
road and lots more improvernentsno doubt!
(In our next issue we'll bring you a
do[lar by dollar breakdown on all rhe
hours and money spent by Dave in his
restorafion both as a guide and maybe as
a warning ro prospective purchasers o f
'average' MGBs!-Ed.)

u CAN HAVE FULL LEATHER FOR LESS!
Full featherMG seat kits direct fram the man

_

E.G. Standard MGB Seat Kit 1 -only $350 pair plus shipping

-.

ur combinations available.
s and sports cars catered for.
Full ranae of rnatchinq t r i m
panelseand quality carpet
sets also available.
W

-I

Contact our USA Agent for details

'

lace your MG's dashboard
with a beaut~fully
crafted qenulne Burr
lalnut ~ G h b o a r dfrom
the or~gtnalrnanufaaurer.
CONFUSED
~ l r InN ~ R I O R
SCREW-ON
OR STICK-ON I

St4 MADE TO ORIG
tFtCATfON. FITS Fill
& V8 AXLES.

:

and LHD kits available for il
T-Type, MGA, B. C, V8 & M~dget.

-

Matchlna door c a. ~. ~ i-n a s
also available.
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Eddie and his '69 MGB

Marcham Rhoade

driving around the world. Behind him
was a lifetime a t the wheel-London
've noticed in a couple of club mag- a n d Midland red buses, international
azines recently mention of a n epic coaches
and
eighteen-wheelers
ride in a n MG which made the galore. He raced against Stirling Moss
Guinness Book o f Records. One writer a t Silverstone and, before the war, tuswent so far as to say he didn't believe sled at Brooklands with Woolf
it but would check it out! Well check Barnato (three time Le Mans winner)
this out! Eddie McGowan was a great both of them in 3.5 liter Bentleys. In
friend of mine-here's his story...
1978, Leyland Cars, precursor of
AustinIRover called Eddie, "The
With Union Jacks painted all over world's safest driver with more than
the bonnet, cockney Eddie McGowan five million miles in his log book!"
drove his MGB roadster into a Soviet
Car mad? Well he and his wife
missile base. An intercontinental bal- Ethel even spent their wedding night
listic missile protruded menacingly in the back of a car -a 1935 Austin
from its silo. More immediately men- Ten! "We pur everything but the
acing were the armed soldiers striding kitchen sink into the car," he said,
towards him. Completely unflustered, "hotel stopping just wasn't a n option."
Eddie asked them if they would care He recalled the important facts about
for a cup of tea! He had a stove and the honeymoon, "1860 trouble frcc
some tea bags and L remember him miles, averaging 37 mpg. Hotel bills
once telling me that you couldn't get totaled five shillings over three weeks.
a decent 'cuppa' abroad!
('Hotel' read 'converted railroad car'!)
Eddie was one of motoring's Food costs ran out at E4.10~.
greatest characters. He was 72-yearsIn his eightieth year, Eddie gained
old when he tangIed with the a pilot's license and celebrated his
Russians and was at the time set on birthday by flylng over Silverstone in a

I
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Tomahawk 118-36 snapping pictures
of saloon car racing. Coincidentally it
was also Silverstone's fortieth birthday!
But back to Russia ...in the seemingly
endless forests to the east of Leningrad,
he had lost his bearings. Well, the
signs were, after all, in Cyrillic script
and he misread Volgda for VyshniVolocheck. He was fined 88 rubles aFter
the soldiers seized his rolls of exposed
film and emptied his 1969 MGB of the
Cadbury chocolate bars he always carried. The receipt for that fine was one
of Eddiels most cherished possessions.
Trouble and Eddie were always
close partners. Before the Russian confrontation, he'd been arrested in East
Germany. Beyond Berlin, hailstones
battered his hardtop, the E8 autobahn
became a river, and red lights flashed
ahead-it was a security check!
Soldiers with drawn truncheons
surrounded the MGB. Eddie was 60
miles into East Germany without a petmit to travel on that road. The soldier's
gesmres indicated that he was in deep
doo-doo! They checked the '0 for every-

thing from narcotics to micro dots and
in the three hours this took Eddie nonchalantly drank orange squash and
nibbled his nut-chocolate bars!
Taken under armed escort to
Berlin, he spent two nights in detention at Drewitz before they decided he
was just one of those crazy
Englishmen who go out in the midday
sun (or hailstorm!). His letter of good
wishes from Her Majesty the Queen
might have helped!
So to the point of this whole
story. In 1987, leading a group of 13
MG enthusiasts on a marathon drive
through Russia, Eddie suffered a bigend failure about 100 miles from
Moscow. Now big-end shells for 1969
British sports cars were scarcer than
exit permits for dissidents out there,
so Eddie was towed 1456 miles to
West Berlin! "It was terrifying," he
said, "the tow rope was only seven
feet Long a n d the tow trucks had no
mud flaps, so my windscreen was
showered with muck!" That episode
(please turn to page 16)
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The Ultimate M G B Driver - Continued from Page 15
was entered into the Guinness Book o f
Records as the longest authenticated
tow for a Briton.
Eddie drove his MGB over all the
world's major land masses, including
India and Australia, but concluded
that Poland had the worst roads, also
the worst bureaucrats! Take the
bureaucrats first. They, like the East
German a n d Soviet authorities,
harassed him. Mind you, they weren't
wholly unjustified, for Eddie often
wasn't keeping to the rules.
His worst encounter was on a routine check a t the GermanIPolish frontier. First the German a n d then Polish
customs stripped the MGB of everything moveable. "When my tools and
spares were also tipped onto the concrete, I began to think they didn't trust
me," he said. They even tested the
batteries from his tape recorder, obviously thinking there must be a catch
somewhere. An elderly m a n driving
a n old sports car loaded to the gills
with orange squash and chocolate
bars, defiantly displaying a Union
lack on his bonnet? He could be a spy,
they decided!
Eddie's real problems with
bureaucrats began when he reached
the Russian-Polish border, carrying a
visa that had expired some eight days
earlier! After stripping the car once
more they sent him back 50 miles to
get a special pass. A fine and stamp
duty cost him #9.50!
Almost worse than the officials
were Poland's roads. By comparison
he rated the potholes in England as
mere dimples, a n d the dust ..."Sand
blowing off the road was so dense you
could have cleaned spark plugs by
holding them out of the window," he
once said!
Eddie was also the only person to
drive all round Britain with his wheels
a s close to the sea as the road allowed.
In 1977 for publicity, Leyland Cars had
eight Allegros taking the coastal route
and invited Eddie to lead the record
attempt by driving the first leg. Eddie,
then a motorcoach driver, took time off

to do this, but wouldn't suit until he'd
completed the whole 'iound-Britain
circuit. As the only solo driver taking
part, he insisted that all the others took
a short cur through Southampton! He
was fired on his return to work for
being away too long!
He first drove a car when he was
12-years-old, a 1904 De Dion Bouton
on a private drive. It was his shortest
ever journey, straight into the rose
bushes! In later years he was intending to drive across America a n d
solicited my help in getting him sponsorship to complete the last leg of his
'round the world odyssey. However,
he was frustrated when his car was
wrongly shipped to Alaska, so instead
he drove for Greyhound for a while,
then a San Francisco cable car for
local television!
Eddie's 1969 MGB had covered
nearly 400,000 miles still with the
original engine, gearbox and back
axle, when he sadly passed away.
Some of you may recall me paying
tribute to him at one of John Twist's
Summer Parties where I learned of his
passing. A real character was Eddie,
and I can still hear him coming up to
me at Silverstone in 1985 where we
were cooking breakfast, and asking in
his gravelly cockney accent, "Any
chance of a bacon sandwich Mate?"
Whenever we talk about MGB
drivers, Eddie must reign supreme, but
then again, I'll bet he got into a confrontation with St. Peter as soon as he
I
got up there! I

Mike Maloney

B

ack in the '60s I was the proud
owner of a black 1964 MGB, complete with red leather interior, three
main engine, and wire wheels. It was
also during this period that 1 was most
anxious to take a n oft-dreamed of trip
to the western states and Mexico. In
the MGB of course!
So late August 1966 saw me leaving my farmhouse in Laura, Ohio and
setting out alone on this solo odyssey,
a young man's dreams finally coming
to fruition.
Keeping wjth the plan, I headed
west on old Route 40. The first destination was St. Louis and the single most
remembered feature about this trip is
that it was hot-very HOT! But full of
optimism and feeling invincible, down
the road I went with the top down,
feeling the warmth of the sun on my
face and the wind in my hair, etc.
Sometime before St. Louis, I
stopped at Stuckeys (remember
those?) for a hot dog and a Coke.
Then the reality set in. Looking in the

-

Ready to leave on a solo odyssey.
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MGB's rearview mirror I could see that
I was fried to a crisp. About the color
of the interior of my MG! Needless to
say, most of the remainder of the trip
was spent with the top up except on
cloudy days.
After reaching St. Louis, the MGB
and I headed south to Oklahoma City
on the old Route 66. I might point out
that this trip was not well funded.
Read this to meun 'not much money'!
Sleeping accommodations were minimal. Read this to mean that I slept on
roadside picnic tables with just a
blanket. But it's strange 1 never slept
better in my life! It's funny how a solo
trip in a n MG can relax you, djstort
your perception of reality, and give
you peace of mind.
1 continued on Route 66, though
the Texas Panhandle, and somewhere
around Amarillo, I headed south for
Cuidad Quarez, Mexico. I don't
remember much about the few days I
spent in Cuidad Quarez (it was more
than thirty years ago, after all!) except
that 1 received my Master's Degree in
Carta Blanca Cerveza. Higher education can be exciting a n d
troublesome!
After a few days south
of
- - the border. the MGB
and [ headed 'back north
through New Mexico
pausing to visit various
points of interest such as
Carlsbad Caverns. It was
deep in one of those cavems that 1 learned that in
the total absence of light
one cannot see a wristwatch with a phosphorous
dial! Nor can one see his
hand in front of his face. [
also learned that twenty
thousand bats flying from
the depths of the caverns,
right at you, can scare you
to death! Like I say, higher
education ...
(please furn to page 18)
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Somewhere

between

the shadows painted unbelievable
portraits throughout the Canyon. I t
Mexico, the first real trauma of the left me speechless! 1 sat down on the
trip occurred. Right in the middle of rim of this wonder and ate without
that inhospitable desert the tempera- doubt, the best meul of my life. A
ture gauge began to climb. It was a t quarter pound o f bologna, cheese, a
this moment I learned the cardinal loaf of bread a n d a quart of milk It
rule of MG adventure. Never travel in didn'r get any better than-this!
any MG without a spare fan belt! 1
The rest of my odyssey took me
hitchhiked buck to Roswell a n d through U h h and then back east
returned to the 'B with the belt and a through the Rockies a n d scenic
couple of gallons of water to make Colorado, enjoying such towns a s
repairs. (At least 1 did remember to Silverton, Montrose, and other wonbring my tools!)
ders along the Continental Divide. I
Eventually, the MGB and I made con also tell you from experience that
it back to Route 66 and turning west SUs do not function well above 4,000
we traveled through Albuquerque feet, as the Little MGB was gasping for
then on to Gallup, stopping to rest breath at various points! But, we
before undertaking the trip acros the made i t and continued our journey
Arjzona desert. After waiting a few uneventfully through the ffat eastern
hours for the noon sun to go down, the elevations of Colorudo. At this time,
trip across the desert was made jn the three weeks into the trip, the money
late afternoon and this proved to be a d ~ drun out and we were forced rather
most interesting pact of the journey. begrudgingly to make the return jourStops were made to visit the Painted ney to Ohio.
As I was reflecting back on all
Desert, the Petrified Forest and the
Meteor Crater just outside Winslow. this, a few days ago, I made myself a
The crater was especially interesting promise. Within the next couple of
it's hard to imagine how a 100 foot years, [ will make this tlip again. It
diameter piece of rock, falling from will be in an MG and the only variaspace over a hundred years ago could tions from the original odyssey will be
have dug a hole almost a mile wide that I will be accompanied by my
and nearly as deep!
wife-nd
the accommodations will
On to Flaastaff and after the be considerably better! 6l
desert this 1 0 6 c ~ t yin
l ? 8 m m r T
the mountains gave a
much-welcomed respite
from the desert heat. 1
Northward, now, to the
Grand Canvon. and as I
recall, I ha2 not slept or
eaten for about 24 hours
and was anxious to get
to the Canvon for something to eat a n d get
some sleep. However,
having never been to this
place before I was
asrounded at the indescribable beauw that I
initially saw at i h e edge
of the Canyon. The sun
was just going down and Remember to bring your fools oul here!

WE'REMORE'THAN
UP
To THEMARQUE

Roswell

(UFO country!) and Vaughn, New
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John H. Zajac
lohn has spent the last fourteen
years in the automotive industry in and
around Detroit and brings us a new and
somewhat different perspective on a puzzling quesrion.
What are MG's Prospects in the US?
1996 was certainly a stellar year
for MG with the 1300 cars at
Indianapolis for MG '96, MG being
the
featured
sports
car
at
Meadowbrook, and many other fine
MG meets around the country.
All that MG activity plus seeing the
new MGF at Meadowbrook has raised
my consciousness, and perhaps yours as
well, as to why there is no new MG on
offer here in the States. More specifically, why isn't MG selling the MCF here?
Here ['m going to take a stab a t
what might have derailed any
attempt to offer this new, exciting and
highly competent MG in the United
States-MG's most receptive market.
There are two areas which may've
discouraged Rover from offering the
MGF here, regulatory and strategic.
Under regulatory issues there are three
major categories: safety equipment,
emissions, and crash performance.

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Regulatory requirements are typically pronounced by bureaucrats. As
such, they typically think they know
how to save you from yourself, and
they have little technical knowledge.
As a consequence, a bureaucrat in
Europe will have one view o l 'safety',
while here in the US, a completely
opposite view will hold. This occurs in
maddeningly contradictory fashion.
European lighting is demonstrably
better than US requirements. Eurocrats
desiring that the driver see where he's
going, while in the US, our NHTSAcrats prefer not to disturb (or awaken!)
oncoming drivers, leading our guys to
require weaker front lights.
20

Europeans, however, who require
such excellent front lighting and
require rear fog lamps, don't think it's
a good idea to see a vehicle from the
side a t night, and make American
style side markers illegal (probably
because the Americans though of it
first!). Instead they install an entirely
useless side repeater lamp, which
duplicates the turn signal function.
There are literally dozens of these silly
nuances which can drive a manufacturer to distracrion, and can be
extremely expensive when applied to
a car with limited production volume,
such as a sports car.
Fortunately, these problems are
solvable if the desire exists to overcome them. Japanese regulations are
as arbitrary and contradictory as any
others, but Rover has decided to enter
that market with MGs-but not the
US. All it takes is the will, and the willingness ro tackle the remaining issues.
EMISSIONS
Emissions laws in Europe have
been comparatively lenient in cornpanson to the United States. Their new
"Stage III" requirements (coming
onstream later this decade) are actually as, or more, stringent on total
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and
nitrous oxides than Federal and
California Low Emissions Vehicle
(LEV) requirements. As a consequence,
European engines have now caught
up the American equivalents in terms
of catulyst and fuel injection technology. The stumbling blocks now, are US
regulations regarding 'On Board
Diagnostics' (OBD) and 'On Board
Vapor Recovery' (0BVR)-a startlingly
bad idea to use on board canisters to
capture fuel vapors during refueling,
when vapors would be more easily
and cheaply controlled by devices a t
the pump and the more stringent
California regulations regarding not
only LEV, but ULEV (ultra low emissions) and ZEV (zero emissions).
MGB DRIVER-July/August
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The OBD requirements typically
require more gadgets, fuel pressure
sensors, 'sniffers' and the like. These
requirements can be met with engineering effort using existing knowledge. They do, after all, sell a lot of
BMWs in both Federal US a n d
California markets. OBVR however,
may be the straw that breaks the
camel's back! Large, activated carbon
canisters are required and the MGF
may have simply run out of room, or
"packaging space" in engineering
parlance! The good news though, is
that BMW does have the expertise to
meet these requirements, whereas
Rover, when independent, may not
have developed such 'in-house' capability. The bad news, of course, lies in
the question of whether or not BMW is
willing to spend money to deploy
these resources.
CRASH PERFORMANCE

,

This is one of the more nettlesome
technical problems to solve, mainly
due to the bureaucrats inability to reconcile their differing approaches to
'safety'. In Europe, crash regulation
tests are conducted with occupant
dummies being belted, while here in
the US, the law requires certification
with unbelted dummies! It would seem
to the layman that this would be a
minor discrepancy, but in fact
requires a huge difference in
approach and equipment. A head-on
crash occurs within a 50 millisecond
window (0.050 seconds). During this
time, a n occupant can be subjected to
a decelerat-ive force of up to SOg's,
meaning that during this sort of
deceleration, a man weighing 200
pounds would be forced to endure
loading of 10.000 pounds within that
50 milliseconds! Airbags which have
to catch a body flying towards a steering wheel or dashboard at that speed,
with that force, must deploy RIGHT
NOW when a crash occurs. The
aggressivity of these bags is that if you
MGB DR[VER-July/August
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are too close to the bag, or too frail, or
too small, or out of position, you can
be seriously hurt or killed by a n
airbag deploy. That is why there has
been so much media concern recently
about airbags and their operation.
Wearing a seatbelt lessens the
chances of being out of position for a n
airbag deployment and helps "take
the load", but suggestions that we
"turn ofl the airbag lor children" is no
answer at all (it might still be off
when you need it!) but rather, the better idea, is to tailor the airbag (and
make it legal to certify) for belted
occupants. This is what they do in
Europe. When an occupant is belted
during a crash, the airbag does not
need to carry the entire load. [t can
deploy a little more slowly, and does
not require the kind of inflation to
catch a ten thousand pound load
within a n eyeblink all by itself.
However, enough of my lecture
about the interplay of seat belts and
airbags. One can easily see how different the designs of these two types of
systems have to be. The seat belts are
different, many in the US have 'ripstitching' which permit the belt to rip
after a certain amount of loading to
mimic the unbelted condition, since it
may only be possible to certify with
completely unbelted testing. The
airbag is different, of course, as well
as its sensors and timing. The dashboard is different, because metal plate
'knee bolsters' are used to distribute
femur loads for unbelted occupants.
Even the body design is different,
because engineers use the body structure a s the primary means of absorbjng energy during a crash (a vehicle
which has tittle damage during a
crash is not 'more safe', it is significantly less safe!). The 'crash pulse' of
European and US vehicles may differ
significantly as various parts and
reinforcements may be altered to
meet test requirements.

(please lurn to page 22)
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One can safely say that the MGF
meets all applicable European regulations. I suspect that despite having
driver's and passenger's airbags, the
'Eurobags' won't pass muster for
unbelted US testing, and that the burden of new bags, a new dash, and
(perhaps) a slightly altered body
design, is (again, you've guessed it!)
just too expensive for a small number
of sales.
All this begs the question, "Why
are we assuming such a small volume
anyway?" The answer lies in the
'Strategy' side of the equation, and
the issues of capacity, dealer network,
and parent company priorities.
CAPACITY
The problem of selling sports cars
today is that the market for coupes
and sports cars has fallen through the
floor. Nissan is abandoning its Z-car,
and the Mazda M-7 is dead too. There
is hardly any example of a sporty car
which has experienced increasing
sales over the last few years. Everyone
with any sort of money who wants to
demonstrate their prowess, flaunt
their wealth, or get to the summer
home with all their toys, buys a four
door utility. Self-indulgence is out
while quality family time is in. While
MG aficionados such as myself might
cringe at being called self-indulgent,
the fact is that seating is strictly limited in any sports car and while we have
solved that problem in our house by
having two MGBs, vely few people
would pony up for a brace of brand
new 'MG TBDs' when they arrived!
That was the cold hard reality
when Rover decided to resurrect their
most successful brand, MG, in the
early nineties. O n top of that, every
European player was going to be
entering the lists with their own
'affordableJroadster- Porsche, BMW,
Mercedes, Alfa Romeo, Fiat and even
Renault(!). Fortunately for Rover, they
were still losing money, and they
made the right decision (for them).
They did the MGF on a shoestring!
22

They farmed the job out to Mayflower
Engineering who had just purchased
IAD (an engineering design house)
from Sir John Shute. This was a stroke
of luck, since IAD is a solid crew, and
Sir John was a huge MG fan.
Mayflower, in turn, farmed out the
stamping to a sister company, Motor
Panels, and the MGF was born.
The production end of the shoestring is that capacity is strictly limited for the MGF-in the 20 to 30 thousand unit range for worldwide volume. (For reference, the Miata sold
40,000 in the US alone in its first
year.) This meant that the 'F could be
sold anywhere there was good, but
not particularly strong demand. That
meant that places like Germany and
Japan were in-we here in the US
were out!
DEALER NETWORK
Let's say for argument that we
could earmark 40,000 MGFs For the
US. Who would sell them? To ensure
nationwide coverage, a car company
needs about 500-600 dealers. Could
you get 500 to 600 dealers signed up
to sell a n average of 6 to 7 cars a
month? I don't think so! And that's in
a good year. Sports cars, as a fashion
statement, tend to have short shelf
lives. The Miata hit the market like a
hurricane and sold 40,000 its first
year, Last year, Mazda sold just a little more than 18,000 for 1996.
Sending the MGF over would be the
equivalent of sending Miatos over
without the rest of the Mazda line-up,
or supporting the 6,000 odd Chevy
dealers with only the Corvette. As
wonderful as these products may (or
not) be, all the enrhusiasm in the
world will not support a sports car
only franchise system.
Since a n MG sports car alone
would not be a valid business proposition for a new dealer body, o range of
cars is required. For any number of
good reasons (advertising efficiency
being the primary one) when Rover
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The Once and Future MG - Continued from Page 22
can see, the odds are stacked against
a n MGF introduction. Money will
need to be made available for a range
of cars for Rover to sell in the US. Will
they elect to spend the marketing
money to introduce a new marque, or
will they choose to be more efficient in
their promotional efforts by using MG
either alone or as the lead marque?
The rumors are circulating about
PARENT COMPANY PRIORITIES
a late 90's return of the MG to the US.
Sadly, the story of MG is the story Will it be in a MG/Rover/Triumph/
of the unappreciated child. Here was Austin-Healey showroom? What
MG, in 1952, the number one import products will be available? I suppose
in the United States, being a n impor- Rover would have to engineer all that
tant contributor to Britain's balance Honda content out of their cars to
of payments, and offering a brand avoid either royalty payments or connew sports car for approval to Len tractual issues with Honda. A short
Lord, the recently anointed head of time before he resigned, lohn Tower,
BMC. Instead, he chose the upstart (if then Rover MD, said that Rover "had
attractive) Austin-Healey a n d the no cars suitableJ' for North America.
MGA had to wait until 1955, and the This was a curious statement since
lash-up TF was offered instead to their line was based on Honda
world wide derision and further ero- Accords and Civics, which are emision of MG's image.
nently suitable for North America. I
During the 60's and 703, Leyland can only surmise chat Rover's agreewas able to find funding for the TR4, ment with Honda precluded their
TR5 (TR2.50 to us), TR6, TR7, TR8, import here.
Spitfire and GT6. After the merger with
My feeling is that if a 'real' MG
BMC, which already had the Midget, sp0rt.s car is ever offered here, it will
MGB and kIGB GT line up, nothing have to be part of a range of Rover sup
was made available for their most suc- plied cars, and for marketing efficiency
cessful export marque except that and image reasons, one marque should
which was forced upon the cars by reg- be used as a n umbrella and that
ulation. Even the competent MGC and umbrella should be MG! This would
the promising MGB V8 were smoth- certainly fulfill the prophecy, "The
ered in their cribs by corporate politics. stone that was rejected by you, the
Exciting replacement products for the builders, has become the cornerstone!"
MG lineup such as EX234 in 1968 and
Please feel free to contact:
the A D 0 2 1 of 1970 were aborted.
Today the adoptive parent of MG
is BMW. It is at this curious conflu- Bernd Pischetsrieder
ence of time that BMW decided to Chairman BMW AG, BMW Haus,
introduce its very own roadster, the Petulring 130,807688 Munich Germany
23. While it was inexcusable for the
British to ignore their own child in the Walter Hosselkus, M D
50's, 60's a n d 70's, BMW has a very Rover Group, P.O. Box 395, Longbridge,
strong case for clearing decks to pre- Birmingham 831 2TB, United Kingdom
vent in-house competition for their
Charlie Hughes
own sports car.
So, will M G sports cars, coupes President-Land Rover Norlh America,
a n d sedans once again be made 4390 Parliamenl Place, P.O.Box 1503,
available in the United States? As you Lonhom, M D 20706 ;P
comes over, they should use only one
brand name for a range of cars, and
for a number of good reasons (again,
image and advertising recall being
the primary one), M G should be the
name they use. I strongly hope they
follow this logic (atthough I've seen
close hand how logic and corporate
ego are often incompatible!).
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HEW & USED PARTS:

Counrer only -no mail order.

BERCH SERVIGES: Send your component for repair or rescorarion; engines, shorc blocks, heads, carburetters, Scrombergs, automatic chokes, distributors, gearboxes, overdrives, driveshafts,
differential gear conversions, brake cylinders and calipers, rack &
pinions kingpins, shocks, emission controls, air pumps, scarrers,
dynamos, alremacors, control boxes.
LINE SERVICES: Bring your MG (or other British Car) to
University for our complete lubrications or complete tune - or
brakes, clutch, suspension work, etc.
REST1IEATlON: Full or partial, interior or exterior, references
available, MGB production restoration.
TECHNICAL SUPPOB'C: Call I+2pm EST Monday-Thursday or
send you query via EMail: VRHS43A@Prodigy.Com

TECHNICAL SEMIWARS: Weekend mechanical and restoration
seminars, weekday advanced seminars, scheduled during February.

EVENTS: Birchday Party in January. Early Summer Picnic in June.
Annual MG Summer Parry in August.

AND MIRE! Test drives, insurance valuations, and on site advice.
CALL, WRITE, OR EMAIL FOR OUR
ALL NEW SERVICES CATALOGUE
6940 East Fulton Srreet Ada, MI 49301-9006
Phone (616) 682-0800 Fax (616) 682-0801

EMail VRHS43A@Prodigy.Com
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Letters t~ the Register
I read with great interest your
readers' survey, especially the comments referring to the M t B Driver. As
you know, 1 have worked all my adult
life (30 years!) in the printing industry
a t the pre-press stage and therefore
feel qualified to respond.
The Driver as it currently appears
is in my opinion a n excellent production. Good clear typeface, quality
half-tone reproduction and a consistent high standard of printing. Ideal
Images and jill Lee-Jones certainly
know their stuff. R e s u l t 4 prestigious
club publication!
Over here, in the UK, the MGCC
has for some unknown reason, relentlessly pursued a n even greater degree
of color within the pages of Safety Fast!
with disastrous results. The trouble is
that high quality cotor is very expensive, and therefore unaffordable,
while cheap color is-well just cheap!
So although the editorial content is as
good as ever, the entire publication is
Iittered by pathetic, poorly registered,
unbalanced color pictures, which do
little justice to the photography or the
magazine in general.
My March/April MGB Driver
arrived within days of my March
Safety Fast! and visually-what a difference! The MGB Driver exuding quality from every page, Safety Fasf! by

contrast a depressing sad reflection of
what it once was. Until the NAMGBR
feels it can afford the very best in high
resolution color reproduction, stick
with what you do best. Remember, to
the reader one clear sharp, black and
white photo is worth a dozen poorly
reproduced color ones. In the rneantime keep up the good work!
--Dennis Wharfe, Bucks, England
Just to show I read the MGB Driver
thoroughly, I read through Bob
Mason's excellent technical articles
and in the 1anuaryIFebruary '97 issue
on pages 42 and 4 3 noted the item on
tappets. I contacted limmy Cox, our
former engine wizard at MG, to confirm my own memory that the barrel
tappets in the 1800cc 'B' Block were
designed to be able to rotate to avoid
localized wear.
A straight wear pattern jndicates
"sticking" due to oil lacquer build-up,
possibly due to irregular use, or small
"bits" of solid carried by the oil and
stuck in the tappet bores. Very difficult to identify, but cleaned up and
with a good camshaft the tappets
should rotate.
Best wishes to all my fellow members.
-Don Hayter, Honorcuy Member NAMGBR,
Former Chief Engineer MG Cur Co. Q

Three
generations o f
MG Girls
(who love driving
their Limited
Edition)!Doris
(89 years),
Deedee
(69 years) and
Kellee
(29 years)!
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University Motors
MC Grand Tour

must be identified as a team a t the
start of the competition. Safety requirements for each car include carrying
he 1997 University Motors MG three safety flares or triangles and a
Grand Tour Endurance Trial will fire extinguisher. In addition, prior to
be a n overnight, non-stop, 800-1000 the start a safety inspection will be conmile drive beginning on Thursday, ducted to assure basic safety items such
August 13 and ending the following as adequate tire tread, functioning
morning a t the Grand Rapids Hilton, lighting, and no additional petrol carheadquarters for the University rying devices. Obviously, the car must
have a functioning odomete~to qualiMotors Summer Party.
This year's format returns to the fy for the competition. Within the limbasic "least distance coveredn-type its of items available from the factory
competition, in which competitors are or currently available through the
given a list of locations around the major MG parts suppliers (such as
perimeter of Lake Michigan which they Moss, VicBrit etc.) modifications to the
must visit during the drive. Each com- cars are allowable. Cars having "nonpetitor will choose their own routing standard" modifications (such as the
and may choose any road or track they fitment of a rotary engine) are not eliprefer. l h e competitor returning with gible for this competition.
Since this competition is held on
proof of having visited each location, in
public roads and a t legal speeds, no
the least distance, will be the winner.
Other than the basic stipulation specialized safety or performance
that competitors have only 24 hours to equipment is necessary for the
complete the drive, speed is not the pri- Endurance Trial. The Trial is intended
mary object of this competition, in fact, as a test of human and machine, and
steps will be taken to ensure compli- is aimed at the 'average' driver in the
ance with the applicable traffic laws. 'stock' car. It is our intention that this
Therefore, not only are extra-legal be a fun and safe event, and one that
speeds unnecessary, but older, less will provide lots of stories for the Friday
powerful MGs are equally competitive night parking lot party at the Hilton!
Clubs especially are encouraged
with their newer and more powerful
1996 Endurance to enter one or more teams in the
descendants-the
Endurance Trial, and of course, indiTrial was won in a stock MG TF!
This year they are adding a Team vidual entries in the solo class are
Class, in addition to the Solo Class. The always welcomed.
This competition is being held as
Team Class will allow several cars to
hovel together as a Team Entry, for a n official event of the University
those who might prefer the safeqt and Motors Summer Party, and prizes will
security of traveling in a group. Teams be awarded jn the Solo and Team
may be organized within an MG club, classes. Due to the major effort
or may be composed simply of a group requjred of all competitors, the names
of people who would like to run togeth- of ALL competitors will be announced
er. Solo Class remains as in past years at the awards banquet, and unique
for those who prefer to be 'out there' and special dash plaques presented to
crossing the UP at 3 a.m. by themselves! all participants. In addition i t is
Basic requirements are two planned to have a group parking area
licensed drivers in a legally insured MG at the Hilton for the Friday night
registered at the Summer Party in a party, so thar all MGers can admire
non-beater class. Teams may consist of the cars that were put lo the test!
two to five cars running as a group and
(please turn to page 50)
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Early MGBs in concours.

arm sun-balmy sea breezesW i r i e n d l y people-magnificent
MGs-crooked politicians-fish and
chips-a
health service in crisis-a
bridge shaped like a coat hangersuperb opera house-afternoon tea a t
four! Sounds like England doesn't it?NOT! For this is the Land Down
Under-Awesome Australia! Let me
say right away, if ever you get the
chance to visit " 0 2 ,do it! It's a heck of
a ways-but it's also a heck of a place!
However, we were not there to
play tourist but to attend the National
MG Meet which is held every Easter
and this year the chosen locarion was
the beautiful Royal Pines Hotel on the
Gold Coast at Surfer's Paradise. The
following week the Indy cars raced
here so there was a real feeling of
automotive excitement in the air.
Australian meets are run rather
differently to what we here in the US
are used to. For instance, no trade vendors are allowed at the meet, which
rather surprised us. However, [hey
have a terrific judged concours (and I
was roped in to judge!), a hard driving
28

'Motorkhana' event some 45 miles
from the hotel on Mt. Cotton just
south of Brisbane, followed the day
after by what they term a 'Horizontal
Hill Climb'! In addition, a series of
Octagon Rallies were held in the
delightful Queensland countryside.
Participants were warned to bring
paper, pens and a sense of humor!
The car show was held on one of
the beautiful golf courses a t the hotel
(there were no less than five courses
altogether!) and the range of MGs presented and the quality of the cars had
to be seen to be believed. Over 300 cars
entered at concours standard including many 'Ts, 'As, a very rare R-Type,
a n equally rare K 3 and a beautiful NB,
the property of our hosts Brian and
Marie Darke. Even a n MG Metro could
be seen imported from the UK!
However we'll concentrate on the
MGBs, the largest group, with over one
hundred vehicles. Sixty-six beautiful
MCB Roadsters were complemented
by some 30 MGB GTs plus, no less
than 16 MGB V8s were on the show
field! Other MGBs were also seen in
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the 'Specials' category. Surprisingly,
not many Midgets were on display.
The MGF has just been introduced to
Australia and six examples were
entered in the concours, but how do
you judge a car that's brand new?
Several interesting cars caught the
eye. A Bronze Limited Edition, one of
the last thousand MGBs imported
from England, sat alongside a genuine
Black Limited Edition from the good
01' USA! Another interesting MGB was
one painted in a color unique to
Australia, "Gambia Blue", the only
one of its kind. Many of the other 'Bs
were manufactured in Australia,
(shipped CKD and painted locally
usjng the Rotodip process at Zetland)
and displayed the unique 'MkII' and
"Overdrive" or "Automatic" badges on
the trunk lid. We also noted quite a
few MGBs with 'odd' fenders but we
were told thot MkI fenders were unobtainable and owners had to use the
Mkll fenders with the sidelight closer
to the front grille.

All the classes were judged by
teams of experts knowledgeable in
that particular type of MG. Here
again, there were significant differences from our type of show and to
highlight these 1 will quote from the
concours rules handed to entrants!
Please empty all belongings from
your car prior to entering the show
area.
Proceed to the appropriate class
judging area-slowly!
Please remove all personal effects
and cleaning gear from your car.
Wet weather equipment to be erected for judging-hoods up and side
windows on.
Bonnets are to be raised prior to
judging.
Displays of tools, books, trophies,
mirrors, or advertising of any kind are
not to be displayed around vehicle.
Owners are requested to remain away
from their vehicles during judging.
(please [urn to page 32)

Sixteen V8s take the show field.
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A View Down Under - Continued From Page 29
judging sheets will not be shown,
discussed or checked by the owners.
Judging sheets remain the property
of the organizing club.
How about that for a strict set of
conditions? The judge's sheet allows a
maximum of 600 points with originality taking 200 of these!
I now have to tell you that the
Best Modern MG in the show was
judged to be a beautifully prepared
MGA Twin-Cam although a couple of
the '0s ran i t very close. However, all
too soon this super four day event
came to a close with the Presentation
Awards Dinner followed by a farewell
breakfast the next morning.
Next year, 1998, the Australian
National Meet will be held in Hobart,
Tasmania, a n d as I said a t the outset
of this article, if you ever get the
chance to go-Do it! I have now driven MCs in 28 different countries on
four continents and have nothing
but warm memories of our drive
"down under"!

Footnote-Almost as soon a s we
returned to the US someone asked me
about the prices of MGs in Australia.
Stand by for sticker shock! The MGF
W C sells for $53,000! Guide prices for
MGBs range as follows:
Roadsters: Excellent-$20,000
Average-$l6,000
MGB GTs: Excellent-$18,000
Average-$14,000
MGB GT V8s: Excellent-$35,000
Average-$25,000
I f I tell you that 'Excellent' is one
step down from 'Concours' you'll
have some idea of how expensive '6s
are down under. I know the
Australian dollar is less than the US
greenback ($1US = $1.26 Aus) but it
still seems a lot to me! Parts also seem
pricey, for example-front
fender
$800, taillight lens $90, road springs
$200 a pair, service and tune-up
$250--and with gas at around $4.00
(US) a gallon you need to "8" enthusiastic to run one in OZ! Q

Former Glorv
Restored

Rebuild and

Repair and Complete
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and Careful
Attention to Detail
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Renovation of
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Midgets pore down under.
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i n d w complete driveline
and chassis repair.
Comprehensive maintenance
and tuning.
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ome considerable time ago in the
MGB Driver we ran a small feature on
SMGBs
manufactured in Australia
known as "CKD" models. CKD cars were
shipped Completely Knocked Down to
Australia. Having just returned from
there and having been able to examine
examples of CKD 'Bs, we are able to
update the story with the help of Brian
Darke who operates "Maintaining the
Breed", a n MG service operation in
Queensland. Brian spent several days at
laguar/Rover Australia before the company was taken over by lnchcape who
immediately consigned all MGB records
to the tip!

DMC chassis plate ibr CKD MGB

Australia was a n assembly, and
to some extent, a manufacturing
location after W.W.11 for the British
Motor Corporation, Leyland or whatever title it was using at the time!
On the MG scene BMC had established a n assembly line for the MGA
and to a lesser extent the MG Midget
and Austin-Healey Sprite, a s early as
1958. These cars were steady sellers
but contributed only a small percentage to the overall BMC sales and so
were always fully imported from the
UK in CKD form and simply assembled here. CKD or "Completely
Knocked Down" is self-explanatory in
that each car and all components
were packed in a crate, in pieces, and
assembled once delivered a t the destination. So one hundred containers
34

meant one hundred cars once the
assembly was complete.
The MGB was released in the UK
in October 1962 and a t the beginning
the same CKD procedure was accepted as being adequate for the
Australian market. Thus the early
Australian cars did not differ from the
UK ones in that there was the same
range of interior colors and interior
trim available as in the UK. But being
Australian there was a different
sequence of chassis numbers.
fhe Australian sequence began in
lanuary 1963 with YGHN 3 501.
Overseas the familiar form is GHN3
but the "Y" s i m ~ l vmeant
noted later that the
Australian cars also differed in changes to the
series
number,
and
reached series 10, something the UK sequence
never did. For the uninitiated GHN3 meant G=MG,
H=Wigh
Compression
engine, NzRoadster and
3=Series 3, the first of the
MCBs, as series 1 and 2
were MGAS.
The first Australian
assembled MGB YGHN 3 501 has
recently been restored in Queensland,
a Nurburg White car with tan interior
trim including tan carpets.
The MGB sales surprised BMC
and this fact together with increasing
pressure from the Australian
Government to increase the local content, led to the abandonment of the
CKD routine. Bodies and mechanical
components continued to come from
the UK, but interior trim, hoods, electrical components and minor fittings
were supplied from Australian manufacturers. This led to a unique
Australian MGB which in a concours
Line-up is easily distinguishable from
i t s overseas cousin.
The Australian MGBs were all
assembled at the BMC plant a t
MGB DRIVER--July/August '97
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Waterloo, a n inner suburb of Sydney Also the system introduced in the UK
close to Mascot International Airport. in 1970 where a n alphabetical prefix
Travelers can still see the building for the year of manufacture came in
once used for car assembly, now occu- (A=1970) was not used in Australia.
pied by the Navy.
By that time all new cars had a
Returning to series numbers. In Certification Plate attached which
typical independent Australian fash- stated the month and year of manuion, from YGHN3 the plant proceeded facture to comply with Australian
to use YGHNI without reference to the design rules. All Australian assembled
UK and the moved to YGHN6, YHN6, MGBs were fitted with wire wheels
YHN7, YHN9 and YHNXO. All of these and after 1964 all cars had black
prefixes have no UK equivalent! Also leather interior including the seats,
with each model or series change the the contrasting piping on the seats
Australian system reverted to com- was missing.
The Australian assembly of the
mence at car #500 which is in contrast
to the continuing sequence of UK MC0 ceased in October 1973 and the
numbers. Thus the MGBs carrying the M G enthusiasts held a funeral service
numbers, YGHN3.501, YGWN4.501 a t Waterloo to mark this drastic
move! But the decision to ax the 'B
and YGHN6.501 all still exist.
All this is probably directly was purely commercial, cars simply
intended to confuse all future genera- weren't selling and dealers had cars
tions of MG enthusiasts a n d on their showroom floors for up to six
researchers and if some articles, months after production ceased.
oppearing both here in Australia and There were orher, maybe more glamin the UK are any indication, the con- orous cars to buy! So the saga of the
Australian '0 which lasted from 1963
fusion already exists!
It should be stressed that only to 1973 ended and in nine years a
Roadsters were assembled in Australia total of 9337 cars were assembled. a
and that all MGB GT cars here were
imported as complete cars and so (Piease turn to page 36 for chassis numtheir chassis rhmbering sequence is bers and descriptions of CKD MGBs in
part of the UK numbering sequence. Austalia.)

-

2
m

You'll not see any of these in (he USA!

MGBs Knocked Down Under - Continued horn Page 35

Chassis Nunnbers ;
MGB Mkl-YGHN 3
Chassis $501 to $2539,
Three bearing motors.
Chassis $2540 to $5059, 5 bearing motor, changed d o or handles,
last car Augirst 1968.

More Models!

riants

We learn from Phil Cooke of
Triple C that rhey will soon be carrying a n extended range of '/43rd scale
die cast MGBs which will feature the
following versions including famous
rally MGBs!:
#I059 Orange-Soft Top (Nov '97)
#I060 Light Blue (Jun '97)
#I061 Moonlight Blue (jun '97)
#I062 Yellow (Nov '97)
#lo63 British Police Version-Black
RHD (Jun '97)
#lo64 British Police Version-White
R H O (Jun '97)
#I065 LE Limited Edition-Black
(Sep '97) Rubber bumper.
# 1066 LE Limited Edition-Bronze
(Sep '97) Rubber bumper
#I067 #37 LeMans 1964 Longnose
BMO 541C-Red (Oct '97)
# 1068 #39 LeMans 1964 Longnose
DRX 255C-Red (Oct '97)
#I069 #31 LeMans 1964 Longnose
7 DBL-Red (Oct '97)
$2080 #I83 Monte Carlo 1966-Red
(Sep '97)
#I092 #47 1966 Marathon MCB-Red
(Oct '97)
In addition, Triple C now offers
"conversion rubber bumpers" to
change 'Jouef' chrome bumper MGBs

MCB Mkll Au
Chass;is 8501 t
first c
last c;ar Noven
MGB
\/U L I f

1n:Y:

MGB Mkl Overdrive-YGHN
Chassis 6501 to $7.57,
first c ar J u n e 1967.
I r Septernber 196

MGB Mkll Ov erdrive (
race111 1 1 - r,c/ / -la r l h ! 5 / Y H k ' '
Chassis 11501 to n2276
first c.
1- - - I ?
t*,
.

4

first c 8
last c;

MGB Autornat~c1 ~ I 7
YHNIO Chass~s#SO1 1c
first car March 1971,
I - - ' -?r February 1972.

~

last ci
MGB Mkll Marnual (No1
Overd[rive)-Y GHN 619
.
Lnassls ~ 3 1 I1 I(
first car Januar!
,-I

u7*..

L

=or,,

last car May 1f

to rubber bumper models. Triple C
can be reached on their toll-free line
1-888-854-4081
Bar-6-Q on Sunday July 13 after
the "MC '97" Buffalo Convention
The MG Car Club of Toronto is
pleased to invite you to a cruise and
Bar-B-Q. Following breakfast in
Buffalo, we will cruise down the
Niagara Parkway, driving by the falls
and end up in Niagara-on-the-Lake.
We will stop in a nice level field,
about a five minute walk from downtown. We will then set up some bar-bques and cook lunch for all. You can
walk downtown for some shopping or
walk across the street and visit historic
Fort George.
Date and Time: luly 13, 1997 at
11:00a.m.
Fee: Free to all club members and
their navigators
Registration: At the Model and Photo
Contest booth at "MG '97" Buffalo.
We ask that all participants register so
we can provide enough food for all.
For more information please call.
Martin Brassard at (905)712-0719 or
e-mail a t mbrass@yesic.com. 4

runrrd the Ch.ltpters...
rather full Driver this issue but
A
we'd like to take a litrle space to
thank all those who sent us their
excellent chapter magazines to read
and enjoy these past few months.
The Steering Wheel from the
Southern California MG Club contains quite a bit on the latest threats
and promises in regard to California's
infamous smog program.
The Exhaust from the MG3 crew in
Milwaukee shows them preparing for
the GoF to be held in late luly but we
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were surprised ro see no mention of
MG '97 in their comprehensive program listing!
LAMGA News from Lansing,
Michigan had a snippet of information about Eddie McGowan and his
worldwide Travels in his MCB. You'll
find a full feature in this issue of the
Driver on this gentleman (who the
Editor knew well!) to whom there was
more than just being towed some 1500
miles out of Russia in his MGB!
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LETTER TO MY DAUGHTER
Ron Phillips
like to share my latest letter to my
Ia t'ddaughter
with you. She's presently
college in the Great Northwest, and
1 feel it's self-explanatory...

Dear Wendy,
Thank you for your last letter. It's
no wonder you have been having
problems starting your MGB GT during one of the wettest, coldest winters
on record in Northern California. I
say it's no wonder because you told
me the other day that you haven't
been using the choke a t all. What's
amazing is that you are able to get it
to start a t all without the choke! Your
MGB, unlike modern cars, has a completely manual approach to fuel
enrichment for the purposes of getting
the engine lit and a few minutes reading about the "system" will possibly
help you to understand why the proper use of this important asset to quick
starting is so necessary.
Surprisingly, 1 have never written a
"Nut" article on this extremely important aspect of being a British sports car
pitot. It's just something I guess I took
for granted that everyone knew. So,
here's my two cents worth along with
the knowledge the experts a t Moss
Motors have to impart. Here's what
Moss says on page 21 of their MGB
parts and restoration catalog, which
you should by now have a copy of.

"Proper Use of the Manual Choke
The manual choke, fitted in the
upper right-hand corner of the MGB
dashboard, controls m o distinct functions of the SU carburetors. First, one
can feel the accelerator pedal being
pulled away from the foot as the
choke is pulled out. The first third of
the travel of the choke cable works the
fast idle only. The second two-thirds
controls the mixture enrichment, as
well as the fast idle.

The second function is the mixture enrichment. The colder the
engine and surrounding ajr, the
greater the need for more gasoline to
be mixed with the air at the carburetor. As the engine warms, the need for
a richer mixture lessens.
When starting the MG, always
pull the choke completely out (unless
the engine is still very warm from
recent running). Once the engine has
srarted, the driver must release the
choke in small increments as the
engine warms. The trick is to release
the choke at the proper rate. If
released too soon, the engine will
cough and spit, especially under
acceleration. If released too slowly,
the engine will "load up" and run
roughly, especially while idling.
By the time the temperature
gauge is halfway between cold and
normal, the choke can usually be
released completely. If the choke is left
out too long, the extra gasoline can
mix with the engine oil by "washing
down" the cylinder walls. If your
choke does not seem to be operating
correctly, consult your workshop
manual for adjustments."
Now you can see why driving a
British sports car requires more of the
individual than say a late model
Toyota pickup with a camper shell.
You have to pay attention to detail to
do it "correctly". You can't be thinking
about other things or adjusting the
radio or brushing your hair. You have
to pay a certain amount of your attention to the care and driving of your
car. Of course, i f you do it "incorrectly", you may suffer from all manner of
reasonable and unreasonable fears.
Like that "washing down the cylinder
walls". Does this mean that the engine
will self destruct as a consequence?
Possibly. But that's the fear factor, isn't
it? Frequent oil changes will mitigate
this fear. When was the last tjme you
changed the oil in your MGB? Or even
MGB DRIVER-J:lly/Augt~.j.i
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checked it? Is it possible to get enough
extra fuel into the engine that the
oil/gasoline mixture constitutes a
bomb? Probably not. But who knows?
A little unreasonable fear may just get
you to use the choke "correctly".
You had mentioned that when
you did use the choke, it "flooded".
Well, I think you were experiencing
the dreaded "loading up" of the spark
plugs. While driving the car, once
started, it will clear up the plugs sufficiently to xun down the road, but if
you have "loaded" them up with
black sooty carbon, then the next
time you try to start the car, i t will be
dimcult as the richer fuel mixture will
wet the carbon on the plugs and short
them out. No spark-No start!
The only reasonable cure? Change
or clean the plugs! If you have so messed
up the spark plugs by not understanding
the Function and use of the choke, then
this is the only alternative to restore easy
statiing no matter how well you now
play the choke game. This was one of
the reasonable fears I was W n g to tell
you about the other day. So, get yourself
a spark plug wrench, buy four new plugs
(or a wire brush), and cleanlreplace
them! ASAP! Then try applymg the
choke action correctly starting with a
basis of fresh spark plugs.
Oh yeah, be sure to mark which
plug wire came off which plug cylinder. The fastest way to disable your
car is to mix up these wires! This is
something we shade tree mechanics
only do once if we're smart. Twice if
we are only average! 1 have now told
you about the potential for doom.
Can you learn from my experience?
Did I ever tell you about the time
Larry Latshaw, Bill Cannon, and I
pulled the plug wires off a 1949
Studebaker six cylinder pick up truck?
You got it! We didn't get the wires back
on correctly and the engine would not
start. It took a n old mechanic at the
k ~ a gas
l station to explain to us fourteen-year-olds the principle of the
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right amount of fuel a t the right time
with a perfectly timed spark to ignite
it. Once we understood the principle,
we were able to follow the firing order
and replaced the spark plug wires correctly. Yes, the engine started and ran
just fine. Needless to say, 1 learned a
valuable lesson that day, one which I
have never forgotten.
Where do you find the firing order
for your car? A couple of places. The
cylinder head may have it cast into it.
You will find numbers like 1-3-4-2.
That's the order (and it's right for your
MGB). Also, the least read book in the
world, the owner's handbook, which is
in the side pocket in your car, has this
fact in it! Shop manuals do too, but
they're all here at home. A phone call
would be necessary to reference this
source. Now all you need to know is
where to start counting. Well, there are
four combinations on your car. Trial
and error wi1.l lead you to the right one.
Or, you could mark number one with a
piece of tape, or make a drawing, or put
a plastic numbered sleeve on it. You get
the idea. By marking in advance of
pulling, you save yourself from having
to try all combinations. And now you
know how Larry,Bill, and I got the old
Studebaker running. Once we had gotten the firing order from the old
mechanic, we "discovered" the right
combination by trial and error. Six
combina.tions are a darned site easier to
test than six factorial corn binations!
Now, about that driver's handbook.
There is a section called "daily" attentions, and they mean it. If you drive a
car every day, then if you would just
check these items once a week, that
would be sufficient. I told you and
showed you the stockpile of spares and
fluids under the back seat. The dashpot
oil is for one of these "daily" attentions.
The manual will show you where and
how to fill up the carburetor dashpots.
Some of those other "daily" attentions
ask you to check the oil and so on. Once

(please turn to page 50)

Bob Mason
n this issue, I'm first going to conduct a
Iseveral
refresher course on
basic items we might take
little

for granted.
F A N BELTS

Alrer changing your fan belt, I
recommend that you drive the car for
Fifty rcl:cs or so and then recheck the
belt rension. You need about l/2"
easy deflection at the Longest s t r ~ t c h
of the belt. Too loose will not kccp
the alternator (or generator) from
slipping when under a load a n d too
tight will create excessive wear on
the bearings.
TIE ROD EYDS
The time will eventucllly come
when you must replace the rubber
bellows on your steering rack, a job
that requires you to remove the tie-rod
end joints. With these units removed,
it is an easy lob to remove the rubber
guiter and pack the cavity with regular chassis grease. A simple job that
will greatly prolong the life of the tierod end. lr you can see that these rubber gaiters are cracked, replacement
gaiters can be obtained from major
suppliers. Although there are some
steering racks that require grease for
their lubrication, most of our rack and
pinion units require EP-90 gear oil.
Remember that the MGB steering rack
only takes l/3 pint of oil. If you don't
know how to fill the steering rack,
give me a call.

OCT OF; SIGHT-OUT OF hillKD
just about all of us, no matter
what model of car we might have, will
check the oil level in the engine on a
fairly regular basis. But what about
the transmission and differential?
These units also require that the designated oil grade be maintained at a
certain level for long life but most of
us seem to forget about them because
of the inconvenience of checking the

desired oil level. Check your owner's
monual to see when you should
change these oils and how a n d where
you check them. If you don't, one of
these days something might jump up
and bite you!
MCB FEKOEK BEADIh'C
Most areas of sheet metal on
MGBs can be easily replaced or
repaired, but :hc beading area at the
top of the front and rear fenders is
very diffjcult to repair once the rusting
starts. To help keep this from happening, brush some Waxoyl uround the
outer areas (any excess can easily be
removed with mineral spirits) and
brush on a heavy coating of Wuxoyl
on both sides of the beading joint
areas on the inner areas of the rear
wing along its entire length, a n d
leave in place.

DUMP THAT P L A S T I C !
On some of our British cars, plastic tubing was used to carry fuel from
the tank to the engine, but this is not
really a good idea, especially in the
long term. A rubber hose, when i t is
old and begins to fail will usually start
to "weep" with minimal leakage. A
plastic hose on the o t h ~ rhand, after
many years will harden, become brittle and when i t fails will split and
allow fuel to spurt through the crack.
This may not be too bad if j t happens
some distance from the engine, but
the consequences of such a failure
near a hot engine or exhaust manifold, could ruin your whale day! One
should therefore consider replacing
any plastic fuel line with one of rubber that is designed to carry fuel.
Forewarned is forearmed!
(Bob's tip is timely. Recently1 saw an

MGB where sonleone had replaced [he jet
pipe at the bonom o f the rear SU with
plastic washer fubing.' When the owner
turned on (he key raw gas spurted out
fiom a crack jusr beiow the float bowl
and ran down the front chassis leg o f ihe
'8! A disaster waiting ro happen!-Ed.)
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A QUESTION ON WIPERS ...

The windscreen wipers on my
'74'/2 MGB have a n intermittent problem. On most occasions they work just
fine in all positions. Off, low speed,
high speed and park properly when
shut off. On other occasions they only
work in the high speed position.
When this is the case, moving the
switch to low speed or off causes the
wipers to stop at whatever point in
their arc they happen to be. Should I
replace the switch?
-Bob Sherman, Oregon
Your wiper motor's speed is controlled by the three separate carbon
brushes in contact with the motor
armature, a n d the "stopping" (parking) is controlled by the 'limit
switch' attached to the exterior of
the motor itself.
The wiring harness plugs into the
limit switch and a loose connechon

EXTENSIVE INVENTORY
NEW & USED PARTS
Huge NOS and Lucas Inventory
135 Page Hardbaund MGB Parls Guide - $5.00
Warehouse Full 01 New and Used Parts
Over 2 Acres o l Salvage & Restorable British
Sports Cars
Use Any Major Parls Catalog - We'll Match or
Beat Their Prices
Satisfaction Guaranteed on All Used Parts
Body and Frame Panels
Restoration and Rubber Parls
Chrome and Trim ltems
Many Hard l o Find and No Longer
Available ltems
Tune-Up and Fast Moving Parts
Manuals, Parts Books, and Resloration Gu~des
Rebu~ltCarburetors, Englnes, Transmissions,
Swivel Axles, Shocks, etc

could be the cause of your problem, as
could badly worn commutator brushes. These brushes are available from
our major suppliers under Lucas
#54701528 (Moss 1145-590) and for
the limit (parking) switch, Lucas
#54701575 (Moss #145-630). When
you turn the wiper switch to the OFF
position, it cuts the power to the
motor, a n d the movement is stopped
by a small pjn, which when contacted
by a "bridge" on the rotating gear,
moves upwards within the limit
switch to cut the electrical power to
the wiper motor, stopping the wiper
blade movement at the correct position. So this could be the cause of your
wiper movement problems. Again,
the steering column wiper control unit
might be the cause of your problem,
but from experience, I would first
eliminate all other possible areas
before I would replace that somewhat
expensive control switch. 4

SERVICES OFFERED
Knovdledgeable Sales Stall
Prompl UPS Shipping Nationwide and Abroad
Visa and Mastercard Accepted
Component Rebuilding Services for Carbs,
Suspension, Engines, Transmissions, etc.
Restoration and Repairs on Body Tubs
Expert Electrical and Mechanical Repairs
Frame and Unitized Body Restructuring
Welding and Body Work
Interlor and Upholstery Services
9000 Square Foot Facility

Best Quality and Prices on All Parts and Services!
9278 Old East Tyburn Road, Morrisville, PA 19067
1-800-WE FIX MG
Phone: (215)736-9300
(1-800-933-4964)
Fax: (215)736-2089
Hours: M-F 9:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
http://www. britishrniles.com
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PART II

Among the disadvantages were
the splitting of the storage space into
Continued from the A.lay//une 1997 issue two pods (one ahead of the passenger
seats and one in the tail behind the
olMGB Driver...
engine), and the fact that the car
...however, just a t this time,, the full would be no better than a strict twoimpact of North American safety seater. In addition with the North
requiremenrs began to weigh on American requirements in rnjnd, findAbingdon's resources. The total ing a place for the fuel tank was a real
design and engineering staff had, headache solved finally by keeping it
since 1945, never been ut more than away from the front and rear crash
50 and only 15 or 20 of those people zones and slotting it between the
would actually be designing for the engine and the seats.
The front suspension WQS by confuture. The hard fact wus that in
1968, MG could have been developing ventional McPherson struts and space
new models or they could make sure was schemed in for the 2 . 2 0 7 ~6-~
thut existing models were kept "in the cylinder E6 engine pack. This engine
market" in North America.
could also be 2622cc by using the
For this single reason EX234 wus Maxi 1750cc bore and stroke dimenshelved, but it was not scrapped. One sions. As we now know Triumph's
day, it was thought, the single proto- "Bullet" project won the competition
type could come out of hiding, be and AD021 was consigned to the
tidied up and properly developed. "might have been" category. MG were
Thclt day never urrived, as North not even allowed to keep it for posterAmerican legislation proliferuted. In ity and it was cut up.
With AD021 canceled and before
addition the creation of British
the MGB GT V 8 came along, the proI-eyland didn't help!
However, i t was from British lific Abingdon design staff found time
Leylund's headquarlers that the next to try other engines in the MGB. One
and most important project came. In car, converted privately by Geoffrey
1969 and 1970 planners were having Heuley at Warwick, had a Coventrymany deep thoughts about the future Climox V8 power unit-not the racfor BLMC sports cars. This eventually ing 1.5 liter unit, but the productionled to a straightforward engineering ized CFA 2.5 liter single cam V8
"design competitionf'-Triumph was designed us part o l a family of
asked to consider new front-engined engines by Walter Hassan in the
cars (thoughts which matured in early 1960's. It was purely a Glook-see"and
1975 as the TR7) while MG was com- progressed no further. Because there
missioned to look into mid-engined were difficulties in scheduling enough
projects. [n MG's view, the advantuges of the aluminum Rover (ex-Buick) VS
of a mid-engine location were the com- engines, Triumph Stag engines were
bination of superior traction, structural suggested instead, but soon rejected as
integrity, the ability to achieve highly they were too large and too heavy
controlled "crash" performance in and unreliable at that time.
An interesting sideline to all the
mandatory crash tests, a great increase
in cockpit floor space (no bulky gear- straightforward projccts was that, in
box tunnel) and the probability of huv- 1960, Abingdon got involved in a
ing a much cooler car. The radiator, sporting Mini! The Mini package had
incidentolly, could have been along- caused as much sensation among
side the engine (in Maxi fashion) or up BMC as it did among the competition,
and MG were itching to get their
in the nose for maximum ram effect.
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hands on it. Front-wheel-drive with a
transverse engine was foreign to
them, but rhey liked the idea of new
standards of balance and response. At
first glance the Mini power pack
looked too deep, and AD034 projects
were all thought to be too high in the
nose, but even the first convertibles
were chunkily attractive little cars.
The very First MG-Mini was styled and
engineered at Longbridge and under
its skin there were the usual Mini subframes and suspensions, connected by
one very large 'backbone' tube and
also through the strong body box sills.
It might have become a n MG or
a n Austin-Healey (both were proposed), a n d the engine specification, once settled, would certainly
have been in common with the
Midget of the day. The first car was
a Longbridge scheme, but both Don
Hayter a n d Syd Enever thought
they could do better on the basis of
the longer, Mini Estate wheelbase.
Abingdon's own prototype was a n
altogether more exciting possibility, a n d was envisaged with a convertible hood or a fastback coupe
top. I t might also have h a d a
removable tonneau over the "t2"
rear seats. Before the car was
shelved it was given Hydrolastic
suspension, but the use of chis in

Models o f MGBs that didn't make it!
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production was by no means certain. What killed it off?
Almost certainly the fact that the
Midgets had just been revised and
because of the success of the MiniCooper saloons, BMC saw no point in
competing among themselves. So
they froze out the project and the
final version of A D 0 3 4 , with its
Pininfarina body a n d Mini subframes, now lives in the Heritage
Motor Museum a t Gaydon.
So there you have just a few of
the ideas a n d plans that never
came to fruition a t MG for one reason or the other. Through a n d
around all this activity, Midgets
carried serenely on, selling well
every year, a n d being upgraded
from time to time. One tentative reengineering job was to graft in the
1798cc 'B engine ahead of a beefedup Midget gearbox. Other ideas
involved converting the suspension
to Hydrolastic, (ace rally driver
Timo Makinen was invited to try
out the car a n d his "Finglish" comments are quite unprintable!) a n d
lengthening the wheelbase to give
more passenger space.
The writer is indebted to Graham
Robson and Car Classics magazine for
the basis o f this feature. fi

i
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Lewis Dove
(While this article is specifically about
US Specification Mkl dMGBs, it applies in
generul to other ypes o f 'Bs as well,)

fter hearing stories about cars
catching fire when old wires
rubbed against ungrommetted holes, I
decided to buy a new wiring harness
and rewire rhe car myself, While it was
a little tedious, i t was not really difficult. Besides, I had those classic symptoms of bad connections; flickering
lights, a wandering gas gauge and
other items that went on and off for no
apparent reason. So I bought a new
wiring harness for my 1965 MCB MkI
Tourer. My car has no backup lights or
overdrive, so the harness had a few
extra wires which made life interesting ..."Let's see, is the white wire the
one that goes to the tach or the one
that goes to the overdrive switch?..."
The harness I purchased from
British Wiring came in two parts. It
was very well made with all the correct
wiring color codes and excellent original type connectors. I checked all the
holes in the sheetmetal where the old
harness passed rhrough to make sure
all the grommets were OK. You might
consider replacing all the grommets at
this time, after all, you'll never have a
better chance than to do it during
installation of a new harness.
Here are a few tips learned during
my rewiring activities.

A

1. Get the largest wiring diagram
you can find, and make larger copies
you can mark up as you go along. If
you can put it on the car floor and read
it while you have your head behind
the dash (fascia) it's just about right.
2. Spread the harness out on the
floor or on a table in the approximate
shape of the wiring diagram and tag
each wire using the color codes of the
wiring diagram as your guide. I found
that wrapping then stapling note
paper around each wire worked very
well; stringed tags also do the job. (As
do self-adhesive labels filded round the
wire and onto themselves.-Ed.) The
tags should give the location of where
the connection is going. You will
probably be mistaken about a few
connections, but those few mistakes
will become obvious later os you swap
old and new harness wires during
installation. You will learn the differences in color between orange, red,
and brown stripes and get a general
idea of how the wires run in your car.
Don't skip this step. Life behind the
dash later, is much easier if you spend
a little extra time doing this now.
3 . Disconnect the battery and
take the smaller of the two parts of the
harness and begin wiring in the trunk
(boot). Lay out the new wiring beside
the old wiring substituting wire for
wire, color-code for color-code until
the rear lights are complete. Remove
the wire labels as you go. Unclip the
old harness in the trunk, and stretch

,

and shape rhe new harness to the
same shape as the old. Push the old
harness and grommet through the
access hole on the right front corner of
the trunk area and clip the new harness in place. Add a grommet to the
end of the new harness and push the
free end down through the hole,
remove all slack and insert the grommet in the hole. Loosen the clips
which hold the harness under the car
and pull off the old harness. It should
be free, hanging by the connectors to
the forward harness on the right side
of the engine under the hood. Bend
the new harness straight and mount it
in the clips. Be sure that the new harness extends into the lower engine
area as much as the old one does.
Now, if your front wiring is still all
right, connect the new rear wiring to
the old front wiring, reconnect the
battery, and check the rear lighting.
That wasn't so bad was it?
4. Now comes the good part!
Disconnect: the battery again and find
the branch of the remaining new harness which goes behind the dash. If
your MGB is a later model with a
cover below the dash, remove i t to
gain access to the dash wiring.
Remove the glove box and the radio
speaker box if fitted. Remove the
brackets holding the dash gauges in
place, and pull the gauges forward to
expose the witing behind them. Pass
the dash wiring through the region
behind the dash, above the existing
dash wires until the color codes of the
new wires are above their old equivalents behind the dash.
Replace wire for wire, color code
for color code beginning at the extreme
left with the fuel gouge, O/D switch (if
present) and floor dimmer switch
wiring. As you remove the old wires,
pull their ends down to get them out of
the way. Are we having fun yet?
Continue this process until all the
wires behind the instrument cluster
have been replaced. Now loosen the
clips holding the old harness and pull

i t forward and downward being careful to find any wires in this area
which have not been exchanged. A

special note here-I have the induction-type tachometer which uses pulses in the primary ignition circuit to
detect RPM. I have a horror of cutting
into the primary ignition circuit for
any reason, since a break in this circuit from a poorly made joint will stop
the engine. I don't trust my soldering
ability! Therefore I removed the two
loops of primary wire from the sensor
of the tach by removing the plastic
block holding the wires and carefully
cutting the block on the side covered
by the metal strjp. Then I bent the
plastic block enough to release the
wires. I formed two coils in the new
wire and put them in position in the
plastic block and remounted the block
behind the tach housing using the
metal st-rip to hold the wires in place.
If I wish to convert to negative ground
a t some future date, I can easily
remove the coil and reverse their
direction with cutting the primary circuit. 1 have not heard of anyone else
replacing the wiring this way. I think
the worst that could happen would be
a loss of rach operation which beats
being stranded somewhere with a broken primary circuit. On checking with
our Founding Chairman, John H.
Twist about this procedure, he replied,
"Although J would simply cut the
wires, this idea seems OK."
5. Back to business. Straighten
the new harness and press it into the
clips which held the old harness in
place then tighten the clips. Check to
see that the location of the remaining
unattached wires correspond to the
location of the wires of the old harness. You need to be sure that sufficient wire goes into the engine com(please turn to page 46)

1

I
I

Installing a Wiring Harness - Continued from Page 45
partment to make strain free connections with t h e components there.
Replace the radio, wiper, maplight
and other connections a n the passenger side of the car. Check to see that
the old harness is o n the floor, with no
connections remaining. This is also a
good time t.o recheck all the connections in the interior of the car. Some
moy have pulled loose a s the old harness was being removed.
Carefully push the wiring of 'the
old harness through the fircwall hole,
gently tugging a n d squeezing the horness until all the old wiring is dungling in the engine compartment. Lay
it aside, over the engine, fit t h e new
harness with a grommet and gently
feed the new harness into the engine
compartment. Press the grommet into
place a n d lay out the remaining
unconnected portion o i the harness
over the portion oT the old harness
still mounted by clips on the right side
of
the
engine
comparlrnenr,
Disconnea the old harness and pull it
away from the clips. With both harnesses free a n d the new harness positioned near the cljps, continue colorfor-color, wire-for-wire replacement,
beginning with the connectors which
join the front portion of the harness to
the rear portion.
Details will vary according to
model, but replace the brake switch
wires, heater, a n d then voltage regulator (control box) wires, if fined. Put
the new harness in the clips a n d continue the replacement working from
back to front in the engine compartment up to the bulkhead to the right
of t h e radiator. Check the wiring code
colors on the connections ut the horn
a n d front lighting harness to be sure
they are easily seen. Disconnect the
old harness a t the junctions jn front of
the radiator a n d pull the old harness
back into t h e engine compartment.
the old harness should now be completely free-put it away a s a spare.
Then fit the new wiring with a grommet, pass it forward and connect it to
the horn a n d front light wiring.
46

6. The moment of truth h a s
arrived! Put a cloth under each of the
gauges still hanging out of the dash,
check for grounded contacts a n d
reconnect the battery. If you are nervous a b o u t h a n g i n g gauges then
remount them in the dash but I personally like to see as much of the
wiring a s possible at this point. Be
sure you have all switches OFF when
you reconnect the battery, then check
other lights a n d accessories which
work with the ignirion switch OFF. If
the fuses are still intact and everything works, then try the ignition
switch. You should hear the reassuring click-click-click of the fuel p u m p
a n d see the ignition warning light go
on. If so, start the car a n d see if the
light goes off as you rev the engine.
The next step is to check the
wipers and other accessories that work
by dash switches with the ignition O N .
Everything work? If not, go back to the
wiring diagram a n d trace the faulty
circuit. Our MGBs are simple a n d you
probably switched wires with red,
orange, or brown stripes. If you don't
have overdrjve there's a white wire
which will be unused. You may have
connected it a t o n e cnd in the engine
compartment a n d connected the other
a n d of another white wire behind the
dash, making two incomplete connections. A test light or meter is handy to
check problems such as this.
7. Return the gauges to the dash
a n d now is a good time to rcplace the
gaskets behind them. Refit the glovebox a n d the door a n d a n y other accessories removed during the installation
process, and you should be finished!
1 hope my words encourage other
novices to rewire their cars when necessary. Be systematic, take your time,
and don't disconnect wires without
having the new wires close a t h a n d
where they can be substituted for the
old wires before you have a chance to
forget where they go! Q
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This tip deals with steering column alignment. A misaligned steering column can cause the rack and
pinion input shaft to break near the
pinion resulting in a total loss of steering. Misalignment of the steering column can be caused by a front end collision. Alignment is required whenever, the front end clip, rack and pinion
or steering column are removed and
replaced. In a properly aligned steering column, the U-joint connecting
the steering column shaft to the rack
and pinion input shaft will slip into
place without any vertical or horizontal stress on the rack and pinion input
shaft. Vertical alignment can be
adjusted by placing shims between
the rack and pinion box and the front
cross member. A cheap set of feeler
gauges can be cut to make perfect
shims. They should be neatly trimmed
and epoxied in place after a trial fitting. If horizontal misalignment is
evident, the mounting holes in the
rack a n d pinion box can be "hogged"
out slightly with a small rat-tail file to
allow left a n d right adjustment.
Remember that only three holes need
to be adjusted in one direction to
allow for column alignments. Finally,
it is most important' to consult your
factory shop manual, use proper fasteners in good condition and torque
them to proper specification.
-Robert lkola, Paradise MGs

off the headlamp trim rings to avoid
paint damage.
2) 1 replaced my standard anemic Fiamm electric horns with
Fiamm model ff4424 "Extra Loud"
horns! About $20 per pair a n d they
plug right into the existing brackets
and connectors and again what a difference. Driving defensively is the
only way to survive in our hubcaphigh little cars but it's nice to know
that my 'B' might be heard before it
was squashed!
3) I replaced my squealing Lucas
electric radiator fans with a 10"
Hayden Model W3670. (Come to
think of it, my fans used to squeal
louder than my otd horn+rnaybe
Lucas knew what he was doing!)
Requires only minor adjustments
such as raising the radiator '/4" by
increasing the radiator support panel
holes vertically and notching the
new Hayden fan housing boss at the
top. I made the electrical connection
by slicing the connector from one of
the old fan motors onto the Hayden
wires. A little fuss to install, but
worth it for the savings. $55 vs. $180
for new Lucas fan motors.
-Dave Reed, Washington, Michigan 4

m$?gHedter

Tom Yancey
ne of the shortcomings of the
MG8 is its rather anemic heater.
However, I've discovered a few things
that will improve its output. When I
first got my 'B running [ hooked a
voltmeter to the Green wire circuit.
The Green wire circuit is fused, controlled by the ignition switch and
runs through the dash so i-t was ideal
for the voltmeter. 1 noticed that
whenever I turned the heater fan on,
the voltage as read on the voltmeter
would drop from irs normal 14 volts
to around 10! Well, the heater fan is
run off the green wire as well a n d it
was obvious that the wire supplying
the fan motor was too small for the
current being drawn.
I installed a relay (Radio Shack
#275-226) o n the heater and ran a
wire from the Brown wire circuit
through the relay to the fan motor.
The relay i s controlled by the
GreentWhite wire that used to go to
the motor. This simple modification
resulted in a noticeable increase in air

0

flow from the heater and defroster
and when stopped at a light you could
actually feel some warmth coming
from somewhere in the footwells!
I also ordered one of the Costello
High Output Heater Fans. When it
showed up it looked pretty good and
installation was simple. However, I
have to report that there was good
news and bad news! The good news
was that it worked, airflow was definitely increased. The bad news was
that the thing was not balanced very
well, vibrated like mad and made
quite a roar!
1 pulled the fan back out, ran a
piece of '/4" rod through it and balanced it on a bench vise until I Found
the heavy side. I then used a rasp file to
file the rim until the fan was balanced.
The heater works pretty good now and
I recommend the Costello fan but be
sure to check the balance first. I ran
mine long enough in a n unbalanced
condition to wear out the front bearing
in the fan motor. I had an extra motor
so it was no big deal but you still don't
want to waste a motor. fl

Peter Cosmides

I
me

have been receiving plenty of interest from members on rhis newly formed
registry and original owners have been coming out of the woodwork sending
plenty of great stories and interesting photos to share in upcoming issues of
the MGB Driver.
As of now. I have sent dash plaques and certificates to:
Don Donahue
West Allis, WI
1965 MG Midget
( M C B Driver cover car! AprfMay '97)
Bill Sapp
Gramling, NC
1977 MGB Roadster
1967 MGB CT
Iarene and Larry Martin Downingtown, PA
Jeff Powell
Melrose Park, IL
1971 MGB Roadster
Bill Schooler
Woodbridge, VA
1969 MGB GT
Congratulations to these dedimted MG owners-look for their stories to be
featured in future reports. The invitation still stands for any NAMGBR member
who purchased his/her MG new and still owns it today to contact me for details
of the Original Owners' Registry. 4

Recently I made some changes to
my 1978 MGB that I liked so much I
wonted to share them with other
members. Some I'd heard of before
and some I hadn't but all are avaitable a t auto discounters and are easy
to install.
1) I replaced my somewhat dim
headlamps for "look alike" halogens. What a difference! NOWI can
see better in the dark than Lucas
ever thought possible! Easy pull out,
plug in swap for abour $16 per pair
a n d the usual special care popping
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The Chairman's Chat - Conrinued
before July 28. You must also notify the
Secretary in writing prior to September 1
in order for your name to be inc!uded on
the official ballot. Those of you holding
office within Affiliated Chapters of the
Register need to be certain that ballots
and proxies sent to your club are filled
out and returned to the Sea-erary (or
brought to the AGM) so that the desires
of your club can be heard.
I understand that "British Car
Week" held in May (where the owners
of LBCs were asked to drive their cars
as often a s possible in response to

Page 6
Peter Egan's bemoaning the absence
of British cars on America's street corners in a recent' issue of Road & Track)
was a success. Now, how about having "British Car Year"? Drive your car
to work or school. It was built by the
men and women of Abingdon to be
enjoyed ...not stored in the garage
under a car cover only to see the light
of day one or two weekends a year.
See you on the road! 4

gr~ie

1997 Endurance Trial - Continued from
For further information and a
complete copy of the rules, send a
long SASE to the event coordinator:

Mideet Registrars
D a<d Bob Zimmermon
81 1 S. DePeyster Street, Kent, OH
44240, (330)678-9394

Where

4

MGB V8 Reeistrar
Kurt Schley
1855 Northview Road, Rocky River,
OH 44116, (216)331-4205

Bamn thinks you should get for daily
transportation, Not a bad choice, as far
as I'm concerned, either. You always
seem to be hauling stuff. Why make this
particular penchant of yours more difficult? And, oh yes, when you do buy
another car, be sure it's got a n automatic choke. 'Ti1 next time, Love, Dad!

BritBooks

100.000 Mile Re~istrar
Philip Morgan
P.O. Box 374, 705 6th Street
Howe, IN 46746
Original Owner Registrar
pet& Cosmides
219 Pleasant Valley Road, Moorestown,
N] 08057, (609)778-3695

PO Box 321 Otego, NY 13825
TI.& Fax.607-988-7956

on all orders over $50.00.Order Now

BritBooks is the largest supplier of current and out-ofprint books on British sports cars in the North America.
We have a inventory of over 300 MG's title in stock.
In an effort to continue to provide the best possible
service to enthusiast all over the world we have developed
a web site. You can find our complete catalog, list of out-ofprint books, reviews of the latest MG books and ordering
information. We ship the next day.
Visit our home page: http://esp.norwich.net/britbook
Contact Ron Embling : e-mail: britbook@nonvich.net

"The hrut Behind the Wheel" is a regular
contributor to Moss Motoring. The above
aFticle however, first appeared in Healey
Motor News.) Q

to 'B - Continued from Page 59
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Pull Handle MCB Registrar
Bill Barge
930 N. 350 E., Angola, IN 46703,
(219)665-6476, e-mail: brgmgb@aol.com

Holiday Special - Save 10%

(The author, under the pseudonym

Oct 3-4, British Car Festival, Waynesboro, VA, (540)943-5697
Oct 5, San Diego British Car Day, CA, (619)565-8199
Oct 9-11, British Car Festival, Memphis,TN, (800)344-9683
Oct 11, Triangle British Classic, Louisburg, NC, (919)851-3030
Oct 17- 19, Euro Auto Festival, Greenville, SC, (864)261-6303
Oct 18, British Car Day, St. Augustine, FL, (352)475-1682
Oct 18, Britjsh Field Meet, Tampa, FL, (813)752-0186
Oct 25, Brits at: Rennaisance Fair, Florence, AL, (888)356-8687
Nov 1, British Car Festival, Mobile, AL, (334)947-6125 4
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Thomas K. Caylord
3180 Verdun Drive, N.W., Atlanta,
GA 30305, (404)261-5083

1 967 MCB GT Special Reeistrar
Gregg Purvis
315 Lafayette, Grand Haven, MI
4941 7, (616)842-2112

Basic 'B - Conlinued from Page 39
you have mastered "daily" attentions,
go on to the other maintenance schedules and take care of your classic! If you
have not done this, then you are overdue and not even I can help you !
Dale Button once remarked that
automatic chokes were a marvel when
they worked correctly, but that they
could really foul up an engine when
they didn't. If you can't master this
choke game, then you will really mess
up your car too.
Now why did I mention a Toyota
pick up? That's what "Uncle" Bobby

MG 1100/1300 Registrar

1974'/z MGB Registrar
Sreve Harding
1933-D Darby Road, Havertown, PA
19083, (610)446-2073

Page 27

Phil Smith
Smith M.G. Garage
103 North Pennington
Sycamore, Ohio 44882
NO replies without the SASE!

MG8 LIE Reeistrar
Ron Tugwell
3 Deamarl Road, P.O. Box 2406,
Carrnel Valley, CA 93924,
(408)659-2449

MCB Re~istrar
Orin B. Harding
703 Pleasant Drive, Greensboro, NC
27410, (910)299-4819

Contact us today for our latest catalw.

A

20 yrs.
Experience

Rob Medynski

m
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SKIP KELSEY,

Repairs & Restorations d Classic MG's horn 1945
New & Used Parts AvailaMe
(201)-728-3094

Retail - Wholesale
Aulhoiizd Mass Molors
Pa% D~sln~utor

$40.00

1577 Mocopin Rd.
W e d Mittord, NJ 07480

per hr

@

COMPLETE PARTS AN0 SERbICE

TECH INFO AND PARTS FOR MGB '4-8 CONV

Mini

SUNBEAM

AUSTIN

Moms

- 302-734-1243

.

Wol~ley
Autin Healey

MAIL TO: P.O. BOX354. CHESWOLD.DELAWARE1 9 9 3 6

Belams

Tech Talk

.MOWERS
TRACTORS NEW & USED
Authorized Dealer: SALES, SERVKE & PARTS

by Norman Sock

m S H T' SHOP INC.

brrllctins and some never befort. published
nrticles related to M.G. and had
them spiral bound in book fonn.
Send $zs.~o plus $4.00 Shipping

MG,TRIUMPH, TVR, JAGUAR
TOM &JOYCE LaMARCHE
165 ROUTE 82
OAKDALE, CT M370

1U.S. Funds)

E611Cbs?+5 1957

(203)88e0178
MGB D R I V E R - J u l y / A u g u s t

1271 Pollock Road
Delaware. Ohio 43015
614/363-2203

Triumph

TRIUMPH ANY AND ALL

LOCATED: DELPIM'ARE. AIRPARK, CHESWOLD.DE

*SALES aSERVlCE .PARTS

Reatoration. Recycling

Austin

SPECIALIZINGIN BRITISH VEHICLES

MG

Britiah Car Repair.

Rky

Towery Foreign Car
GLENN TOWERY

ERIC JONE8

MG

MGB V-8

52

€14.

-

2060 N. Wilson Way, Depl. MGB. SlocMon. CA 95205 209 1948.8767

'97

I

MGB D R I V E R - J u l y / A u g u s t
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NEW & USED

+ Brake al~nderscompJerely
rehu~lrand sleeved.
+ hfet~meLun~ted\wl;mant).

.

"Y:-

PIme call us naujor more qfmmurlon

W t e Post Reshrations

I

One Old Car Dnre 4 W h ~ Past,
e "A 22663

(540)837-1140
-

._....I.

DON AND CAROL TYRACK
206 ATRISCO S.W.
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105

-.

Connell's
MG Service LTD

I

(505) 836-4141
FAX (505) 836-4637
--

JOE CURTO INC.
GENUINE

S ~ e c i a l U n aIn S.U Carburetors
and i3Gitish Car Parts
22-09 126th St.
College Point, NY t 1356

6667 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46226

718-762-SUSU

Phone: 317 / 545-6108
FAX: 317 1 475-0544

(762-7878)

SPARES

FAX: 718-762-6287

Bob Connell

..

P# (714) 99807.7920

-

C&J
u
CLASSIC MITISH M T O RE

MG COSAS
PARTS BUY

P~rn

SELL TRADE

llTlgH MECHluic

24027 CROSSLAND
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78264

-
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YQSSD18lRC
WTQRATIOW

I PARTS

MICE
JIM & ESTHER UDKLER
OWNERS

CHRIS % ilMW
MIICWAL

FAX (754) 9984275

(210)626-3840

MGB DRIVER-July/August
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11;

Doug's
MG SHOP

(609)399-2824

8:

RUST REPtllR SPECldUfTS rn

N w b Used Parts Shipped flnywhere
CHRtS ROBERTS
PRESIDENT

1038 Hwy 33, Howell N.]. 07728
m&w!wrn Fax 908-938-2217
.

633 HAVEN AVE.
OCEAN CITY. N.J. 08226

. .

DANABUSHEY

ORAN BUSHEY

(536)673-8318

(516)369-4296

ROAD SCHOLAR

-

AWARD WINNING RESTORATION AND SERVICE
OF CLASSIC & THOROUGHBRED AUTOMOBILES
UNIBOOY REBUILD SPECIALISTS

Charlie Key President

Appointment Only

M G A & IMGB PRODUCTS

I 9 Yeorr in Business I e r v i n g Bririrh Car Owners

Modifications &
Recornrnendationr for:

ENGINES
BRAKES
SUSPENSfONS

Internet: hHp://www.rngbrnga.com
<
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http://www.~amara.com/baps~arlbritish~wheeI
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California 94949

Novato
,

408-479-4495 - informotion and orders
800-WIRE-WHEEL- to request free catalogs

I

PHONE & FAX: 7

Authorized Moss Distribu~or

21 Pamaron Way

We Sell and Service
Duntop and DaytonWire Wheels
I f You Hove o Wheel ondlor 'Tire Need, We Con Accornmod~eIr

-

BRITISH
AUTOMOTIVE

Bohemia, NY 1 1716

"

,

,

,

1650 M a n s f i e l d S t r e e t

I

f
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Santa Cruz. CA 95062
. .. .
..

The Marketplace of the North American MGB Register
ds in this section are FREE to individual MGB Register members in good

A.5

tanding-please no business or commercial ads. Send a d copy with name,
address, phone number and membership number to P.O.Box 8645, Goleta, CA
93118. Ads only accepted in writing. Business or other ads by arrangement
with Ian Pender, Advertising Coordinator (see insjde front cover). A11 ads must
be received by the 1st of the month prior to publication for inclusion. (i.e.
September/October issue deadline is August I.) Ads will be run for two (2)
issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any ad it deems
unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

MGs F O R SALE
1970 MGB GT-Red w/Black interior, wire wheels, chrome bumpers. New

PARTS FOR SALE
MGB Rubber Bumpers-Front bumper-rear bumper. 4 good wire wheels. 18V
engine. 18V transmission. Wire wheel rear end. Rostyle rear end. Trunk lids,
windows, wheels, seats and more. Also many MGA p a w including two
engines and two transmissions. (219)233-8318, IN
Rear Clip-For 1980 MGB Limited Edition. $300. (812)752-5050, IN
Everything!-Accumulated since first '49 MG Y Tourer, then a series o f
'0s. Everything from 'A (amp gauges) to 'T(thermostats) Call for list
(573)642-5213, MO
Rubber Bumpers-for 1980 MG8. Complete set wlall brackets and support
rods. Good condition. $400 for set-$225 each obo. (561)464-2735, FL
MG Vintage Racers Tech-Tips-Excellent 170 page reference book for racing
or improved street performance. Mostly for 'Tsand 'As but much applies to
MGBs. $21.95 from MGVR, 253 Bridlepath Road, Bethlehem, PA 18017.

PARTS WANTED
Hard top for MGl3-OEM or repro in good condition for 1978 Roadster.
Can meet within 400 mile radius of Fayeteville, TN. (615)433-5858 or
(205)721-2825 (day).

3 synchro MGB Overdrive-Any

condition, buy or trade. I have four synchro
overdrive trans that will fit early or late cars. (805)544-6516, CA
Group Phot+Taken at Summit Point Raceway during 'Cruising the Capital
MG '94'. Will pay for copy and shipping. (416)482-7191, Ont.
MGB DR[VER-July/August

Please check for up to dare information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups a n d clubs to submit their MG evenrs to MGB
Driver. Information must include, date, location, and contact phone number.
Please submit events a t least two months in advance to the Editor, P.O. Box
8645, Goleta, CA 93118.

MAJOR US MG EVENTS FOR 1997
July 4-6, Rally in the Valley, Pendicton, BC, Canada, (250)493-0435
July 10-12,North American MGB Register 6th Annual Convention,

Buffalo, NY, (716)683-9380

wiring, clutch and brakes. Smogged, no rust, needs piston. Good condition,
records available. $1700. (818)985-6483, CA
1972 MCB Roadster-New blue metalflake paint. New engine, tires, battery,
top. Also hard top. $3500. (606)836-1491, KY
1974 MGB GT-73K miles. One owner in great shape. Garage kept and never
winter driven. $4000. (814)724-1930, PA
1977 M G 8 Roadster-BRG. No rust-total restoration 1992. Drive anywhereneeds nothing. Appraised @$10.2K Asking $9000. (618)357-2136, IL
1978 MGB-Carmine Red. 68K miles. New master cylinder, tires, rebuilt
carbs, starter. Golf ball size rust holes behind doors but: a good investment for
only $3800. (812)752-5050, 1N
1980 MGB Roadster-White w/Black interior. Only 52K original miles.
Special stripe, new top, etc. Collector quality for $6200. (314)993-3102, MO
MGA 1500-Vety rough but complete. Frame rusted. Missing seats but possible restorer. Asking 5900 or trade. (812)752-5050, IN

55

forthcoming Events of Interest to MGB Drivers

'97

l v l y 13, All British Car Day, Cincinnatti, OH, (513)474-0355
July 13, Mad Dogs All British, Hickory Corners, MI, (616)327-0740
July 16-20, MGA Convention, Grapevine, TX, (817)329-5212
July 16-19, Moss Motors Festival, Solvang, CA, (800)235-6954
July 19, British Car Day, Pittsburgh, PA, (412)356-4464
]uly '19, All British Meet, Bellevue, WA, (206)644-7874
luly 20, 5th Annual Tea at the Vicarage, Howe, IN, (219)562-2703
July 21-25, GOF West, Park City, UT, (801)322-1718
July 22-24, GOF Central, Merrimac. WI, (414)549-1775
Aug 2, British Car Day, Dayton, OH. (937)254-2819
Aug 14-1 7, UM Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)682-0800
Aug 16, British Car Day, Buffalo, ND, (701)293-6882
Aug 23-24, British Auto Show, Davenport, IA, (309)797-2043
Aug 24, Tasre of Britain Show, Lancaster, PA, (717)292-0579
Aug 29-31, Kansas City All British, (913)842-7137
Sep 7, British Car Festival, Des Plaines, IL, (847)885-7789
Sep 7, British Car Show, Cape Elizabeth, ME, (207)799-0026
Sep 7, British Car Meet, Palo Alto, CA, (310)392-6605
Sep 12-14, SE Regional MG Festival, Townsend, TN, (423)966-4937
Sep 13, MGs on the Green, Charlotte, NC, (704)455-3500
Sep 13, Moss Motors Fallfest, NI, (201)361-9358
Sep 13-14, Colorado Conclave, Arvada, CO. (303)534-0518
Sep 13-14, Richmond British Car Days, Richmond, VA, (804)74 1-3041
Sep 14, English Car Affair, Victoria, BC,Canada, (250)384-2910
Sep 1 4 , British Car Meet, Chesterland, OH, (332)274-0017
Sep 14, Specialty blarque Day, Charlotte Speedway, NC, (704)455-3282
Sep 14, Battle of the Brits, Sterling Heights, MI, (810)979-4875
Sep 18-21, Queen Victoria Weekend, Wildwood, Nl,(610)277-5278
Sep 19-20, British Invasion, Srowe, VT. (401)766-6920
Sep i9-21, British Car Meet, Red River, NM, (505)823-9595
Sep 20, British Car Day, Tulsa, OK, (918)455-8993
Sep 21, British Car Show. St. Louis, MO, (314)725-2892
Sep 21, British Car Meet Woodley Pork, Los Angeles, CA (310)392-6605
Sep 25-28, Southeastern CoF, Hiawassee, FL, (770)938-2675
S ~ I 26-28,
'
British Motor Days, Indianapolis, IK,(317)357-8641
Sep 27, British Car Day, Montgomery, AL, (334)277-1942
Sep 27, MGs on the Rocks, Baltimore, MU, (410)882-6896
Sep 28, All British Car Show, Bethlehem, CT, (8601350-MADD
Sep 28, British Car Show, Lincoln, NE, (402)435-4905
Sep 28, British Car Toy Run, Ontario, Canada, (905)336-0251
(please turn to page 50)

And just call it anMGB.

